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We show how off-resonant light scattering can provide quantitative information on antiferromagnetic
ordering of a two-species fermionic atomic gas in a tightly-confined two-dimensional optical lattice. We
analyze the emerging magnetic ordering of atoms in the mean-field and in random phase approximations
and show how the many-body static and dynamic correlations, evaluated in the standard Feynman-Dyson
perturbation series, can be detected in the scattered light signal. The staggered magnetization reveals itself
in the magnetic Bragg peaks of the individual spin components. These magnetic peaks, however, can be
considerably suppressed in the absence of a true long-range antiferromagnetic order. The light scattered
outside the diffraction orders can be collected by a lens with highly improved signal-to-shot-noise ratio
when the diffraction maxima are blocked. The collective and single-particle excitations are identified in
the spectrum of the scattered light. We find that the spin-conserving and spin-exchanging atomic
transitions convey information on density, longitudinal spin, and transverse spin correlations. The different
correlations and scattering processes exhibit characteristic angular distribution profiles for the scattered
light, and e.g., the diagnostic signal of transverse spin correlations could be separated from the optical
response by the scattering direction, frequency, or polarization. We also analyze the detection accuracy by
estimating the number of required measurements, constrained by the heating rate that is determined by
inelastic light-scattering events. The imaging technique could be extended to the two-species fermionic
states in other regions of the phase diagram where the ground-state properties are still not fully understood.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The two-species fermionic Hubbard model is one of
the most studied models with strong correlation effects in
condensed-matter physics, particularly since Anderson
proposed in 1987 [1] that the Hubbard model (or its
strong-coupling limit, the t-J model) is the minimum model
to describe the physics of the high-temperature super-
conductors [2]. It is well understood that at half-filling, i.e.,
at an average of one spin-1=2 fermion per site, the Hubbard
model has the ground state that is a Mott insulator with
antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering. Away from half-filling,
quantitatively accurate predictions are scarce, but it is
generally believed that a d-wave superconductor can be
present in some regions of the phase diagram, hence the
relevance of the Hubbard model for the high-temperature
superconductors.
With the rapid advance in cooling and trapping tech-
nologies of neutral atoms in optical lattices, there is the
exciting prospect that the phase diagram of the fermionic
Hubbard model can be explored via quantum simulation
(rather than numerical simulation) in an optical lattice setup
with ultracold two-species fermionic atomic gas [3–5].
Such a system has been cooled down in a laboratory to the
Mott insulator regime [6,7], and recent experiments have
demonstrated evidence of AFM correlations [8,9], owing
to exchange coupling between the atomic-spin states.
Magnetic ordering has also been observed in doublon
formation in tilted lattice systems [10,11]. On the other
hand, entangled cluster states including singlet or triplet
states [12] and resonating valence-bond states [13] have
been controllably created and measured in systems of
ultracold bosonic atoms trapped in optical superlattices.
Accurate diagnostic tools for ultracold atoms in lattices
form key elements in emulating strongly-correlated physics
of condensed-matter systems. Currently, advanced imaging
provides a microscopic scanning technology of atoms with
a single-site resolution [14–21], in which case each atom
may resonantly scatter thousands of photons while being
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detected. The analogy between x-ray (or neutron) diffrac-
tion of crystalline structure in solids and off-resonant light
scattering from an ultracold atomic gas in an optical lattice
provides an alternative route. The periodic crystalline order
leads to constructive interference and the emergence of
sharp diffraction maxima, or Bragg peaks, revealing the
underlying lattice structure. Importantly, diffuse back-
ground of scattered light in between the diffraction maxima
can convey information on fluctuations of atomic positions.
The far-field off-resonant imaging therefore provides a
powerful probe of strongly-correlated ultracold atom sys-
tems in optical lattices, being sensitive, e.g., to correlations,
excitations, and temperature.
Spontaneously scattered off-resonant light was first
proposed as a diagnostic tool for correlations of ultracold
atoms in an optical lattice in Ref. [22]. This study
considered a two-species gas where the hopping element
of the atoms between adjacent sites acquired an artificially
constructed phase factor from the Peierls substitution. It
was then shown that the resulting topological properties of
edge states, which originate from nontrivial spin correla-
tions, can be mapped onto fluctuations of scattered light
and directly detected [22,23]. Several other studies have
addressed signatures of atom statistics in an optical lattice
from the scattered light with [24,25] and without [26–35]
an additional optical cavity.
A two-species fermionic Hubbard model exhibits a
Mott insulator state where the fluctuations of the total on-
site atom number are suppressed [6,7]. At sufficiently low
temperatures, the effective exchange coupling can generate
magnetic ordering of the atomic spins within the Mott state.
At half-filling with equal spin populations, this leads to an
alternating checkerboard pattern of atom densities of indi-
vidual spin components. The resulting doubling of periodic-
ity of atom densities leads to the emergence of additional
magnetic Bragg peaks of scattered light that have been
proposed as a detection mechanism of AFM ordering [36].
The extra Bragg peaks in the optical signal of a two-species
system were experimentally observed using an artificially
constructed stripe pattern of atomic densities [37].
Here, we analyze the far-field diffraction pattern for
off-resonantly scattered light from a two-species fermionic
atomic gas in an optical lattice. We consider a tightly-
confined two-dimensional (2D) Hubbard model at half-
filling with equal spin populations. We show how optical
diagnostics can provide quantitative information on proper-
ties of strongly-correlated states in a lattice. The time-
ordered correlation functions that can be calculated using
the Feynman-Dyson perturbation series are mapped onto
the fluctuations of the scattered light and detected in the
optical signal. We evaluate the relevant correlation func-
tions in the mean-field theory (MFT) and in the random
phase approximation (RPA) for the AFM-ordered state.
MFT provides information on single-particle excitations
but fails to capture the effect of quantum fluctuations and
collective excitations that are approximately incorporated
in RPA. In the RPA calculations, we follow the approach
of Ref. [38].
The scattered light intensity may be separated into elastic
and inelastic components. In the elastic scattering process,
the atom scatters back to its original state. The elastic part
produces a diffraction pattern from a nonfluctuating atom
density, analogous to that of Ns × Ns diffracting apertures
when the lattice has Ns × Ns sites. The overall envelope of
the diffraction pattern is determined by the lattice site wave
function of the atoms. The magnetic ordering specifies the
relative atom densities of the two spin components and
appears as additional Bragg peaks. The measurement of the
magnetic Bragg peaks is possible, provided that the lattice
spacing a > λ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, where λ denotes the probe wavelength.
Our analysis confirms that detecting the magnetic peaks by
scattering light from a single spin component alone con-
stitutes an accurate observable for the staggered magneti-
zation of the AFM order. However, the absence of true
long-range AFM order can significantly suppress the
magnetic Bragg peaks. We demonstrate this by considering
a phenomenological Ising model for the staggered mag-
netization when the system exhibits a finite correlation
length. Moreover, for atomic species for which it is possible
to achieve far-detuned imaging with the laser tuned in
between the resonances of the two spin components, one
can enhance the optical signatures of the magnetic Bragg
peaks. This is because the light scattered from the two
components can then be π phase shifted with respect to
each other, making the peaks directly proportional to the
staggered magnetization order parameter.
The inelastic scattering processes, on the other hand,
are those in which an atom scatters between two different
quasimomentum states. The inelastically scattered light
conveys information on correlations between the atoms and
results in diffuse scattering of light outside the diffraction
orders, generating fluctuations of the diffraction pattern.
We collect the light in the near-forward direction with a lens
and block the diffraction maxima so that the amount of
elastically scattered light entering the detector is suppressed
[26]. This method is then extended to detection of light in
the direction approximately perpendicular to the propaga-
tion direction of the incident field. In Ref. [26], detecting
the near-forward light was shown to provide an exper-
imentally feasible technique for measurements of temper-
ature of fermionic atoms in a lattice. We find that in an
AFM-ordered two-species state, the scattered light in the
near-forward direction is not only sensitive to the temper-
ature of the atoms but also provides a suitable probe of
density and longitudinal spin correlations (from spin-
conserving atomic transitions). The scattering processes
in which the atomic-spin state changes, on the other hand,
are prominent in the scattered light perpendicular to the
light propagation direction and can be employed in the
detection of transverse spin correlations. Furthermore, we
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estimate the detection accuracy of the magnetic ordering in
different measurement configurations. This is done by
calculating the number of required experimental realiza-
tions of the lattice system to detect the order parameter
above the shot noise of light at a desired accuracy. In each
experimental realization, the scattered light heats up the
atomic sample and the total number of inelastic scattering
events is constrained to be a small fraction of the total atom
number. We find that a strong lattice and trap confinement
is beneficial for the measurements in suppressing scattering
of atoms to higher-energy bands as compared with the
inelastic lower-energy band scattering.
We also calculate the spectrum of the scattered light
and show how it reveals the excitation of the system that
could be measured using optical heterodyne techniques
[39]. The differences between the MFTand RPA treatments
are especially prominent in the spectrum of transverse spin
correlations: The low-energy collective mode excitations
manifest themselves as a well-separated peak (at suffi-
ciently strong interaction energy) from the gapped single-
particle excitations.
The optical setup that blocks the Bragg diffraction
maxima in the measured signal can considerably reduce
the scattered light that is insensitive to correlations, there-
fore improving the signal-to-noise efficiency. Similar sep-
aration of a less important part of the signal, for instance, in
atom shot-noise correlation measurements [40,41] would
be challenging. We estimate the detection accuracy of the
AFM ordering in the scattered light intensity by calculating
the number of experiments needed to achieve a given
measurement accuracy of the magnetic order parameter,
when the heating rate of the atoms limits the total number
of possible scattering events.
The proposed technique differs from the simple angle-
resolved imaging of the diffraction peaks since we collect the
inelastically scattered light with a lens that has a relatively
large numerical aperture (NA). By analyzing the spectrum of
the scattered light using the realistic optics setup, we show
that the essential features of the excitation spectrum can be
captured even when the light is collected over a range of
scattering angles. A large lens provides a stronger signal
even when the number of inelastically scattered photons
remains a small fraction of the total atom number. In less
demanding detection scenarios (e.g., in large lattices and at
high temperatures), even a single experimental realization of
the lattice system can then be sufficient to determine, e.g.,
the approximate temperature of the atoms in the lattice. This
contrasts with the single-site microscopy [14,42], in which
case typically several thousands of photons are scattered
from each atom and the light is also simultaneously used to
cool down the atoms. The microscopy also requires a
scanning of the lattice sites that, in very large lattice systems,
may become less practical. The off-resonant light scattering,
on the other hand, becomes a more efficient method when
the size of the system increases. Other advantages of the
off-resonant imaging include the possibility for spectral
measurements of excitations and the access to correlation
functions that include combinations of different spin states
via spin-exchanging scattering processes. Finally, the dif-
fractive far-field imaging does not need to be limited to
probing the atoms only by light, but also matter-wave probes
are possible [43].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents a summary of the key results. We then
start in Sec. III by introducing the basic formalism of
the lattice system. We continue in Sec. IV, where the MFT
and RPA results for the lattice system are presented. The
scattered light as a diagnostic tool is introduced in Sec. V.
In Sec. VI, we present results for the scattered light
intensity for 40K atoms. The specific experimental setups
for the optical detection and the estimates for the meas-
urement accuracy are considered in Sec. VII. The scattered
spectrum is studied in Sec. VIII, and some concluding
remarks are made in Sec. IX. Finally, a diagrammatic
description of the RPA susceptibilities is presented in
Appendix A, and the finite-temperature MFT susceptibil-
ities are given in Appendix B.
II. SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS
In this section, we briefly highlight the main findings of
the paper. We study the AFM ground state of the Mott
insulator in a two-species fermionic atomic gas trapped in a
tightly-confined 2D optical lattice (Sec. III). We assume
equal spin populations and that, on average, there is one
atom per site in the lattice.
We show how quantum statistical correlations of the
atoms can be mapped onto fluctuations of the scattered
light. Measurements on the scattered light therefore
convey information about the correlated phases of the
ultracold atoms in the lattice (Secs. VA and V). We
consider two electronic ground states, j↑i¼j4S1=2;Fg¼
9=2;mF¼−7=2i and j↓i¼ j4S1=2;Fg¼ 9=2;mF ¼−9=2i
of 40K (Sec. VI B), excited by the σ− polarized incident
light, such that j↓i undergoes a cycling transition and the
atoms in j↑imay either scatter back to j↑i (spin-conserving
transition) or to j↓i (spin-exchanging transition).
The scattered light intensity contains contributions from
the elastic and inelastic scattering events. The elastic part
generates the diffraction pattern of the atomic lattice
structure. If the detected signal cannot distinguish the
two spin components, the light provides almost no infor-
mation about the AFM order. But with spin-specific
imaging, the emerging AFM order and the period doubling
can be identified as additional Bragg peaks.
Specifically, we find that the elastic component of the
scattered light intensity is given by
IeðΔkÞ
αΔkB
¼
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M↓↓↓↓
q
hρˆΔ¯k↓i þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M↑↑↑↑
q
hρˆΔ¯k↑i

2
: ð1Þ
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In this expression, the dependence on level structure,
polarization, and scattering direction are coded in Mg3g4g2g1
[Eq. (63)], Δk is the change in the momentum of the
scattered photons [Eq. (53)], and Δ¯k is the same momen-
tum projected into the lattice plane. Here, the Debye-Waller
factor αΔk depends on the lattice site wave function and
determines the overall envelope of the diffraction pattern
[Eqs. (62) and (64)]. For the AFM state, we find
hρˆΔ¯kgi ¼ uΔ¯kfg þ uΔ¯kþQm ηðgÞ; ð2Þ
where ρˆqg [Eq. (32)] is the density operator for the spin state
g, Q ¼ ðπ=a; π=aÞ (a denotes the lattice spacing) is the
magnetic ordering wave vector, fg ¼ 1=2 is the atomic
filling factor of species g at half-filling, and ηð↑Þ ¼ 1,
ηð↓Þ ¼ −1. The staggered magnetization m [Eq. (15)]
represents the AFM-order parameter, and juΔ¯kj2
[Eq. (68)] generates the diffraction pattern from the
periodic atom density [Eq. (75)]. The second term of
Eq. (2), when substituted into Eq. (1), is responsible for
the magnetic peaks due to the period doubling in the AFM
state. In the absence of true long-range AFM order, the
staggered magnetization, however, may vary in space,
resulting in a significant suppression of the magnetic
Bragg peaks when the correlation length is not much larger
than the size of the lattice (Sec. VI B 2).
While elastically scattered light gives information about
the AFM ordering of the system, the inelastic component
directly probes the correlations of the spin Sˆiq (i ¼ z;þ;−)
[Eqs. (30) and (31)] or the density ρˆq [Eq. (32)] operators.
The basic MFT analysis (Sec. IV B) does not include
quantum fluctuations, and we calculate the correlations
functions by a partial summation of the Feynman-Dyson
perturbation series in RPA (Sec. IV D) that incorporates the
correct spin-wave physics at strong coupling. We explicitly
show how the time-ordered many-body correlation func-
tions obtained in RPA [Eqs. (44)–(48)] are mapped onto the
inelastically scattered light intensity [Eq. (96)]
IiðΔkÞ
αΔkB
¼1
4
ðM↓↓↓↓þM↑↑↑↑Þ
XRBZ
q≠0
u†Δ¯k−q½SρρðqÞþSzzðqÞuΔ¯k−q
þ1
4
ðM↓↓↑↑þM↑↑↓↓Þ
XRBZ
q≠0
u†Δ¯k−q½SρρðqÞ−SzzðqÞuΔ¯k−q
þ1
2
M↓↑↓↑
XRBZ
q≠0
u†Δ¯k−qS
þ−ðqÞuΔ¯k−q; ð3Þ
where the equal-time 2 × 2 matrix response function is
SijðqÞ ¼
0
B@ hOˆiqOˆj−qic hOˆiqOˆj−q−QichOˆiqþQOˆj−qic hOˆiqþQOˆj−q−Qic
1
CA: ð4Þ
Oˆiq can be any of the operators Sˆ
i
q (i ¼ z;þ;−) [Eqs. (30)
and (31)] or ρˆq [Eq. (32)]. We have also introduced the two-
component vector [Eq. (95)] u†k ¼ ðuk;ukþQÞ.
In Eq. (3), the scattering contributions in which spin is
conserved are proportional to density and longitudinal
spin correlations. The spin-exchanging transitions
(Fig. 7) generate the term depending on the transverse
spin correlations. The two processes exhibit very different
angular distribution of the scattered light and can also be
separated in frequency. Thus, another key result of this
paper is that specific quantum correlations can be separated
in the detected signal.
We estimate the minimum number of experimental
measurements needed to obtain a given relative accuracy
in the magnetization or temperature [26]. This is deter-
mined by two factors: photon shot noise that dictates a
minimum difference in the number of photons detected
for two close AFM magnetization values and the total
number of photons collected that is set by the heating rate
of the system due to inelastic scattering of atoms by light
(Sec. VII B). In this analysis, the best magnetization
measurement accuracy can be achieved with spin-specific
detection where the photons are collected near the
perpendicular direction or around the direction of the
magnetic Bragg peak, while the temperature of the atoms
can be measured in the near-forward direction [Fig. 16(b)].
In the perpendicular direction [Fig. 16(c) and 20], it is
preferable to detect only the light scattered from spin-
exchanging transitions.
For the spectrum of the scattered light, we obtain an
expression similar to the scattered light intensity, with the
static correlations replaced by dynamic ones, Sijðq;ωÞ
(Sec. VIII). We find that at moderately large to large U=J,
the collective excitations generate a sharp peak in the low-
energy part of the spectrum, which is separated by an
energy gap of order U from a more broad feature generated
by single-particle excitations. The location and width of
these features can give a quantitative measure of the
AFM order.
III. OPTICAL LATTICES AND
THE HUBBARD MODEL
We consider a tightly-confined 2D square lattice with the
potential [r ¼ ðx; y; zÞ]
VðrÞ ¼ sxER sin2

πx
a

þ syER sin2

πy
a

þ 1
2
mω2zz2:
ð5Þ
We choose the lattice depth s ¼ sx ¼ sy similar to the 2D
lattice experiments with a disklike lattice [14]. Here, the
frequency of the harmonic confinement in the z direction is
denoted by ωz and the lattice light recoil energy
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ER ¼
ðℏklÞ2
2m
: ð6Þ
We define an effective wave number for the optical lattice in
terms of the lattice spacing a by
kl ¼
π
a
: ð7Þ
When the effective wave number coincides with the laser
wave number, we have kl ¼ 2π=λl and a ¼ λl=2, where λl
denotes the wavelength of the laser beam generating the
lattice. In the case of accordion lattices, the lattice spacing
is manipulated by optical components and can be consid-
erably increased [44–46].
In typical experimental situations, the trapping potential
is a superposition of the lattice and an external trap.
Here, we will assume a weak external potential and ignore,
for simplicity, any modulations of the uniform lattice.
Experimentally, it is also possible to produce entirely
homogeneous traps; a first step towards this has recently
been demonstrated for a Bose-Einstein condensate [47].
The effects of the additional harmonic trap, e.g., in the
context of the Mott insulator states has already been
addressed by several studies [6,7].
We expand the atomic field operators ΨˆgðrÞ for the
hyperfine state g in terms of Wannier functions wn;jðrÞ ¼
wnðr − rjÞ (at position rj and band n [48]),
ΨˆgðrÞ ¼
X
n;j
wn;jðrÞcˆnjg; ð8Þ
where cˆnjg denotes the annihilation operator for hyperfine
state g at site j ¼ ðjx; jyÞ. In the uniform lattice of this
study, the spatial variation of Eq. (8) between different
lattice sites is entirely encapsulated in the phase factors
of cˆnjg.
We assume that the higher bands in the initial ground
state are not populated (U and T are much smaller than the
band gap), such that only the n ¼ 0 state in Eq. (8) is
included in the analysis of the ground-state properties, and
we drop the band index for now. (Later, we will consider
the effect of light scattering of atoms into higher bands
in Sec. V C.) In order to describe the lattice system, we
introduce the one-band Hubbard Hamiltonian [49]
H ¼ − J
X
hj1j2i;g
ðcˆ†j1gcˆj2g þ H:c:Þ
þ U
X
j
nˆj↑nˆj↓ − μ
X
jg
nˆjg: ð9Þ
Here, μ is the chemical potential and the hopping amplitude
between the nearest-neighbor sites is J. The on-site
interaction strength is denoted by U. It can be modified
by changing the spatial confinement or via a Feshbach
resonance of the s-wave scattering length as [50]. The two
hyperfine states are identified by “spin” labels j↓i and j↑i,
in analogy to electrons in solids.
For deep lattices, the lattice potential can be approxi-
mated locally close to the site minimum as a harmonic
potential with frequencies
ωx ¼ ωy ¼
2ER
ℏ
ﬃﬃ
s
p
: ð10Þ
Then, the ground-state Wannier function becomes
wðrÞ ¼
Y
i¼x;y;z
1
ðπl2i Þ1=4
exp

− r
2
i
2l2i

; ð11Þ
li ¼ðℏ=mωiÞ1=2; i ¼ x; y; z: ð12Þ
With this approximation,
U ¼ klas
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ℏ3ωxωyωz
πER
s
¼ 2klas
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ℏERsωz
π
r
: ð13Þ
In the limit s≫ 1, the hopping matrix element can be
obtained from the 1D Mathieu equation as
J ¼ 4ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p ERðsÞ3=4 exp ½−2 ﬃﬃsp : ð14Þ
Thus, J and U are readily changed by tuning the laser
intensity and magnetic fields in the experiment.
IV. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE
HUBBARD MODEL AT HALF-FILLING
A. Low-energy physics of the Hubbard model
In the experimentally relevant large U=J limit, and at
half-filling (i.e., on average, one atom per site), the ground
state of the Hubbard model is a Mott insulator. This is a
state where the energy cost of a doubly occupied site
(around U) is too large compared to both the hopping
energy J and the temperature T when kBT ≲ U. In the Mott
insulator state, the on-site total atom number fluctuations
are suppressed. Immediately below the onset of the Mott
transition, there is, however, very little energy cost in
mixing the relative populations of the two spin states, and
the on-site relative atom number may still fluctuate. At
even lower temperatures, below a new characteristic scale
determined by the Néel temperature, the spins in a square
lattice form into an AFM pattern. Classically, with equal
numbers of ↑ and ↓ atoms, this represents a checkerboard
pattern where spin ↑ and spin ↓ atoms occupy alternating
sites. In the alternating density pattern, virtual hopping of
atoms between nearest-neighbor sites becomes energeti-
cally favorable. Second-order perturbation theory at large
U=J then leads to an effective spin exchange interaction
around 4J2=U between the atoms in the neighboring sites,
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defining the Néel temperature scale. At such low energies,
the system is described by the (spin-only) Heisenberg
model [51].
At zero temperature, it is known that the ground state of
the 2D Hubbard model (or the effective Heisenberg model)
has true long-range AFM order; for a review, see Ref. [52].
The order parameter for the AFM state is the staggered
magnetization, defined as
m ¼ 1
2
eiQ·rjhSˆzji; ð15Þ
where the spin operator in real space is Sˆzj ¼ ðcˆ†j↑cˆj↑ −
cˆ†j↓cˆj↓Þ [cf. the momentum space version in Eq. (30)]. For
the checkerboard pattern in a 2D square lattice, the ordering
momentum is
Q ¼ ðπ=a; π=aÞ: ð16Þ
This in turn corresponds to the expectation value of the
number operator for each spin component at half-filling,
hnˆjgi ¼
1
2
þm ηðgÞeiQ·rj ; ð17Þ
where
ηðgÞ ¼

1 for g ¼ ↑
−1 for g ¼ ↓: ð18Þ
The AFM state breaks lattice translation symmetry such
that the new unit cell in real space is doubled in size (to
contain both spin components). Hence, in momentum
space, the Brillouin zone is halved to become the RBZ.
In Fig. 1, we show one choice of the RBZ, which is
bounded by the four lines kx  ky ¼ π=a. The filled
circles denote the momentum states belonging to the RBZ,
and the ordering vector Q links a state within the RBZ to
one outside (and vice versa). Note that in order to avoid
double counting, half the states on the bounding lines
belong to the RBZ and the other half are outside of
the RBZ.
The AFM order can approximately be characterized by a
MFT, and results so obtained can be used to calculate the
effect of the ordering on off-resonant light scattering.
However, MFT contains only single-particle excitations
(of order U at large U=J). Importantly, MFT does not
include quantum fluctuations that give rise to collective
excitations at low energies, the spin waves of the AFM
state. Schrieffer et al. [38] and others [53–55] have
demonstrated how the RPA can partially incorporate
quantum fluctuations and describe both the spin-wave
excitations of the system and the consequent suppression
of the AFM order. Moreover, Refs. [38] and [53] showed
that the spin-wave spectrum and the AFM-order suppres-
sion are given quantitatively by the RPA at large U=J,
despite the RPA being a priori a weak-coupling approach.
Thus, even though the formalism becomes strictly accurate
in the limit U ≪ J, a qualitative description can also be
obtained for U ≳ J. Hence, we will use the RPA at zero
temperature to study how collective modes modify the
scattered light.
On the other hand, at any nonzero temperatures, there is
no true long-range AFM order in the thermodynamic limit
in the Hubbard model or the Heisenberg model [56]. This
loss of long-range order is due to the enhanced quantum
and thermal fluctuations in 2D. Instead, there is, at most,
quasi-long-range order; for a review, see Ref. [57]. For
example, in the Heisenberg model, the spin correlation
function hSˆzi Sˆzji decays with the distance r ¼ jri − rjj as
expð−r=ξAFMÞ, for r≫ ξAFM. ξAFM is the AFM correlation
length in 2D given by
ξAFMðTÞ ≈ c0a exp

2πb0JH
kBT

; ð19Þ
where c0 ∼ 0.26, b0 ∼ 0.2, JH is the Heisenberg exchange
coupling, and a is the lattice spacing [51,58]. In contrast,
true long-range order is signaled by an additional constant
term in the spin correlation function, which is just m2. In
the absence of true long-range order, the existence of the
length scale ξAFM leads to the following physical picture: If
the system size L is such that L ≫ ξAFM, the system is
made up of small domains of size around ξAFM within
which there exists AFM ordering. The order parameters m
in different domains, however, are uncorrelated, so there is
no net AFM order overall. Such short-range order can be
masked, if the system size is small compared to ξAFM and
only consists of a single domain (see Ref. [57] for the actual
form for the spin correlation function at r≲ ξAFM).
We can estimate roughly the temperature at which such
a finite-size effect can become significant in ultracold
atom lattice systems. The crucial ingredient is the strong
FIG. 1. Illustration of Brillouin zone indicated by the outer
(red) square and RBZ by the inner (blue) square in an 8 × 8
lattice. The filled squares represent filled momentum states in the
Fermi sea at half-filling.
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exponential dependence of ξAFM on T in Eq. (19). The
Heisenberg exchange coupling JH can be related to the
Hubbard model parameters by JH ≈ 4J2=U in the large
U=J limit. At U=J ¼ 6, we find that ξAFM ∼ 1000a for
kBT=J ∼ 0.1. On the other hand, at kBT=J ∼ 0.2 the
correlation length ξAFM ∼ 20a is already smaller than the
current typical optical lattice size of around 30 sites in each
dimension.
B. Mean-field Hamiltonian
In order to use the staggered magnetization as the MFT
order parameter for the Hubbard Hamiltonian, we write
nˆjg ¼ hnˆjgi þ ðnˆjg − hnˆjgiÞ. It is then assumed that in the
MFT Hamiltonian, terms of second order in the fluctuation
ðnˆjg − hnˆjgiÞ are small. Hence, the interaction in Eq. (9)
can be rewritten as
U
X
j
nˆj↑nˆj↓ ≈U
X
j
ðnˆj↑hnˆj↓i þ nˆj↓hnˆj↑i − hnˆj↑ihnˆj↓iÞ:
ð19Þ
As usual, the real-space Hamiltonian can be simplified by
transferring to momentum space via
cˆjg ¼
1
Ns
X
k
eik·rj cˆkg: ð20Þ
The summation over momenta is defined for the whole
Brillouin zone: ðkx; kyÞ ¼ ð2π=NsaÞðjx; jyÞ with −Ns=2 ≤
jx;y ≤ Ns=2 − 1, where we assume Ns sites in each
dimension. If, for simplicity, we assume a translationally
invariant system with periodic boundary conditions, we
only need to consider coupling between the momentum
states k and kþQ in the momentum-space representation
of the Hamiltonian. Then, it is useful to explicitly split up
the fermion operator cˆkg defined over the whole Brillouin
zone, to two operators cˆkg and cˆkþQg, where k is
now defined only for the RBZ. They are then collected
into a two-component Nambu spinor (in analogy to
superconductivity)
Ψˆk;g ¼

cˆk;g
cˆkþQ;g

; k ∈ RBZ: ð21Þ
Using the definition of the staggered order parameter
[Eq. (17)] and substituting Eqs. (20) and (21), the MFT
Hamiltonian H can be written as a 2 × 2 matrix
H ¼ Cm þ
XRBZ
k
X
g
Ψˆ†k;g

ϵk −Δg
−Δg ϵkþQ

Ψˆk;g; ð22Þ
where we have defined the coefficient Cm≡
UN2sðm2 − 1=4Þ, single-particle dispersion
ϵk ¼ −2Jðcos kxaþ cos kyaÞ; ð23Þ
and the order parameter (also called the gap parameter)
Δg ¼ ηðgÞΔ; Δ ¼ mU: ð24Þ
Also, at half-filling we have used μ ¼ U=2 to simplify the
equation. Note that the Hamiltonian factors into separate
spin sectors because of the choice of ordering in the z
direction.
The MFT Hamiltonian (22) can be diagonalized by a
canonical (Bogoliubov) transformation

cˆk;g
cˆkþQ;g

¼

vk;g uk;g
−ηðgÞuk;g ηðgÞvk;g

cˆ1k;g
cˆ2k;g

; ð25Þ
with appropriately chosen vk;g and uk;g. The solution is
vk;g¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2

1− ϵk
Ekg
s
; uk;g¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2

1þ ϵk
Ekg
s
; ð26Þ
Ekg ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δ2g þ ϵ2k
q
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δ2 þ ϵ2k
q
≡ Ek: ð27Þ
The last equation holds becauseΔg ¼ ηðgÞΔ [see Eq. (18)].
The subscript of the new operators in Eq. (25) refers to
the energy bands in RBZ. In the new basis, the
Hamiltonian reads
H¼Cmþ
XRBZ
k;g

cˆ†1k;g cˆ
†
2k;g
−Ekg 0
0 þEkg

cˆ1k;g
cˆ2k;g

:
ð28Þ
In summary, the MFT ansatz [Eq. (15)] leads to the MFT
Hamiltonian Eq. (22) that couples a particle at k to a hole
at kþQ. The Bogoliubov rotation then transforms the
original one-band Hubbard model, defined over the full
Brillouin zone, to a two-band model with energies Ekg.
To accommodate the same number of states, the momenta
in the two-band model are defined over the RBZ only.
At temperature T ¼ 0, the ground state has all the negative
energy modes filled at half-filling; i.e., band 1 is filled. At
finite temperatures, the usual Fermi-Dirac distribution
describes the occupation of the two bands.
The MFT is found by minimizing the total energy with
respect to m at a given temperature using the Hamiltonian
(28). The resulting order parameter equation is
1 ¼ 1
N2s
XRBZ
k0
U
Ek0
tanh

Ek0
2kBT

: ð29Þ
At half-filling at T ¼ 0 with U ≫ J, the solution saturates
towards m ¼ 1=2. The MFT critical temperature TC;MFT
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can be obtained by solving Eq. (29) with m ¼ 0. The
value of staggered magnetization m is shown in the ðU; TÞ
space in Fig. 2.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, in 2D,
there is strictly no true long-range order except at T ¼ 0
[56]. However, one can define instead a cross-over temper-
ature TX below which there is at least short-range order
(see Borejsza and Dupuis [59,60]). In the moderate to large
U regime, TX is defined as the temperature at which the
AFM correlation length equals the lattice spacing a:
ξAFMðTXÞ ¼ a. It turns out that [59] at large U=J,
kBTX ∼ 4J2=U, the Néel temperature scale. On the other
hand, at small U=J, TX ∼ TC;MFT, where the critical
temperature TC;MFT is exponentially small in J=U. A
detailed analysis of the cross-over phase diagram can be
found in Ref. [59]. Figure 3 (based on Fig. 2 of Ref. [60])
shows a schematic phase diagram for the Hubbard model
in 2D at half-filling.
C. Mean-field susceptibilities at zero temperature
One key result of this paper is the explicit connection
between the physical observables of inelastic scattered light
intensity and spectrum (coded in static and dynamical
structure factors), and susceptibilities calculated for the
Hubbard model. We first indicate the chain of relations
from structure factors to susceptibilities in Sec. IV C 1,
and we then proceed to give the MFT susceptibilities in
Sec. IV C 2 and the RPA ones in Sec. IV D.
1. Time-ordered and retarded correlation functions
We shall show in Sec. V that the inelastic scattered
intensity [Eq. (67)] and inelastic scattered spectrum
[Eq. (79)] depends on the static and dynamic structure
factors defined in Eqs. (69) and (80). For the specific
system of two-species atomic gas of 40K (see Sec. VI A),
these general formulas can be reduced [Eqs. (96) and (116)]
to involve static and dynamic response functions
[Eqs. (71), (81) and (94)] for the spin operators (we follow
the notation convention from Ref. [38])
Sˆzq ¼
X
k
ðcˆ†kþq;↑cˆk;↑ − cˆ†kþq;↓cˆk;↓Þ; ð30Þ
Sˆþq ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p X
k
cˆ†kþq↑cˆk↓; Sˆ
−
q ¼ ðSˆþ−qÞ†; ð31Þ
or for the density operator ρˆq,
ρˆq ¼
X
g
ρˆqg; ρˆqg ¼
X
j
eiq·rj nˆjg ¼
X
k
cˆ†kþq;gcˆk;g;
ð32Þ
expressed in terms of the density operators ρˆqg for
species g, where nˆjg ¼ cˆ†jgcˆjg and rj is the coordinate of
the center of the lattice site j. On the other hand,
anticipating the calculations of Sec. IV D, the RPA method
involves a Feynman-Dyson perturbation series that requires
the use of time-ordered correlation functions (often called
susceptibilities). The time Fourier transform of the time-
ordered correlation function is defined as
χijðq;q0;ωÞ ¼
Z
dt

i
2N2s
hT Oˆiqð0ÞOˆj−q0 ðtÞi

eiωt; ð33Þ
where T represents the time-ordered product, and OˆiqðtÞ
can be ρˆqðtÞ or SˆiqðtÞ.
Fortunately, linear response theory [61] allows one to
connect time-ordered correlation functions to the response
functions needed for scattered intensity and spectrum, as
follows. First, at temperature T ¼ 0, the dynamic response
function Sijðq;q0;ωÞ [Eq. (81)] is related to the retarded
susceptibility χijR via
Sijðq;q0;ωÞ ¼ −2
πN2s
Im½χijRðq;q0;ωÞ; ð34Þ
where the indices i; j ¼ ρ; z;þ;−. Note the factor of 2 in
Eq. (34), which is there to compensate for the unconven-
tional factor of 2 in Eq. (33). The superscript R in the
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FIG. 2. Diagram showing the ðU; TÞ dependence of the
staggered magnetization, m, obtained by solving Eq. (29) in a
40 × 40 lattice.
FIG. 3. Schematic phase diagram of the 2D Hubbard model at
half-filling (based on Fig. 2 from Ref. [60]). TC;MFT is the critical
temperature computed from the gap equation, Eq. (29). TX is
the temperature at which the crossover from short-range to
(quasi-)long-range order happens.
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susceptibility χijR denotes retarded correlation functions
that correspond to the normally-ordered physical observ-
ables of the scattered light intensity or spectrum. Next,
these retarded susceptibilities can be analytically continued
from time-ordered susceptibilities, resulting in [61]
Re½χijðq;q0;ωÞ ¼ Re½χijRðq;q0;ωÞ
Im½χijðq;q0;ωÞ ¼ sgnðωÞIm½χijRðq;q0;ωÞ: ð35Þ
For the MFT (Sec. IV C 2) and for the RPA (Sec. IV D), all
susceptibilities are time-ordered (and Fourier transformed
in time).
For future reference, we also point out that the static
response function [Eq. (71)] can be obtained from the
dynamic response function by integrating over ω,
Sijðq;q0Þ ¼ ℏ
Z
∞
−∞
dωSijðq;q0;ωÞ: ð36Þ
2. Mean-field susceptibilities
Because of the RBZ structure of the AFM state, the
MFT susceptibilities defined in Eq. (33) can also be written
in a 2 × 2 matrix form,
χ ijð0Þðq;ωÞ ¼
 
χijð0Þðq;q;ωÞ χijð0Þðq;qþQ;ωÞ
χijð0ÞðqþQ;q;ωÞ χijð0ÞðqþQ;qþQ;ωÞ
!
:
ð37Þ
The subscript ð0Þ in all the susceptibilities signifies that
these correlation functions are calculated within MFT. A
similar 2 × 2 structure can also be written for the RPA
susceptibilities. We shall use a boldface χ to denote the
susceptibility matrix. Here, and for the rest of the section,
unless it is explicitly indicated that this is not the case, we
use the notation that the momentum q belongs to the RBZ
only. Schrieffer et al. [38] and others [53] have calculated
the zero-temperature susceptibilities using MFT. Here, we
will present the results; see Appendix A for an outline of
the derivation.
For the 2D Hubbard model in a square lattice at half-
filling in the AFM ground state, the MFT density suscep-
tibility is
χ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞ ¼
 χρρð0Þðq;q;ωÞ 0
0 χρρð0ÞðqþQ;qþQ;ωÞ

;
ð38Þ
χρρð0Þðq;q;ωÞ ¼ −
1
2N2s
XRBZ
k

1 − ϵkϵkþq þ Δ
2
EkEkþq

×

1
ℏω − Ek − Ekþq þ iδ
þ 1−ℏω − Ek − Ekþq þ iδ

: ð39Þ
In Eq. (39), the momentum q belongs to the full BZ for
both sides of the equation. We have explicitly shown the
convergence factor þiδ (δ > 0) appropriate for time-
ordered susceptibilities. For the calculations in this paper,
we set δ at a small but finite value which determines the
frequency resolution in calculated spectra. Since the total
density does not distinguish between the spin components,
there can be no component in the susceptibility matrix
which transfers momentum Q between atoms, hence the
diagonal nature of the matrix in Eq. (38). The form of the
susceptibility in Eq. (39) is similar in structure to suscep-
tibilities for BCS superfluidity.
It turns out that at the MFT level, the longitudinal spin
susceptibility is equal to the density susceptibility,
χ zzð0Þðq;ωÞ ¼ χ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞ: ð40Þ
This, however, is no longer true when RPA is used to
compute the susceptibility, cf. Eqs. (44) and (45).
The transverse spin susceptibility, on the other hand, is
sensitive to the coupling of atoms that differ in momentum
by Q. This then leads to two distinct components in the
transverse spin susceptibility matrix with nonzero off-
diagonal components
χþ−ð0Þ ðq;ωÞ ¼
 χþ−ð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ χþ−ð0Þ ðq;qþQ;ωÞ
χþ−ð0Þ ðqþQ;q;ωÞ χþ−ð0Þ ðqþQ;qþQ;ωÞ

: ð41Þ
We find
χþ−ð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ ¼ −
1
2N2s
XRBZ
k

1 − ϵkϵkþq − Δ
2
EkEkþq

1
ℏω − Ek − Ekþq þ iδþ
1
−ℏω − Ek − Ekþq þ iδ

; ð42Þ
χþ−ð0Þ ðq;qþQ;ωÞ ¼ −
1
2N2s
XRBZ
k
ΔðEk þ EkþqÞ
EkEkþq

1
ℏω − Ek − Ekþq þ iδ −
1
−ℏω − Ek − Ekþq þ iδ

: ð43Þ
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Similarly to Eq. (39), the momentum label q in Eqs. (42)
and (43) is valid for the full BZ on both sides of the
equation and χþ−ð0Þ ðq;qþQ;ωÞ ¼ χþ−ð0Þ ðqþQ;q;ωÞ. Note
that the transverse spin susceptibilities are different from
the longitudinal one. This is due to isotropy in spin space
being broken in our MFT:We have assumed in Eq. (15) that
the AFM ordering occurs in a specific spin direction (along
the z axis).
We also generalize these MFT susceptibilities to finite
temperatures in Appendix B. At finite temperatures, there
are more available scattering processes, as the lower
effective band (band 1) is no longer fully filled, leading
to several additional terms in the expressions for the
susceptibilities.
D. RPA susceptibilities
The MFT results of the previous subsection capture
only the ground-state order and single-particle excitations.
The latter have energies of order U at U=J ≫ 1, and hence
only describe high-energy excitations. However, the low-
energy physics is that for spin, coming from the effective
Heisenberg exchange interaction at largeU=J. In particular,
there are low-energy quantum fluctuations that lead to
gapless collective excitations, corresponding to the spin
waves of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet. The simplest
approximate theory that can capture these collective modes
is the RPA [38], which we will therefore employ here.
The basic idea behind the RPA is that certain terms in the
perturbation expansion in U in the Dyson equation can be
summed to infinite order as a geometric series (see
Appendix A 2). Formally, at least for the nonmagnetically
ordered state, RPA can be justified as a series expansion in
the small parameter kFas, where kF is the Fermi wave
vector and as is the scattering length related to U [62].
However, it is interesting that the RPA for the AFM-ordered
state also captures the collective modes at largeU=J. These
collective modes show up as bosonic gapless modes in the
transverse spin susceptibility χþ−RPA. Furthermore, these
collective modes (via χþ−RPA) can be incorporated into an
RPA renormalization of the AFM-order parameter m [38].
In Appendix A 2, we outline the derivation of the RPA
susceptibilities; here, we only state the relevant results. For
the density correlation,
χ ρρRPAðq;ωÞ ¼ χ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞ½1þUχ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞ−1; ð44Þ
and for the longitudinal spin correlation,
χ zzRPAðq;ωÞ ¼ χ zzð0Þðq;ωÞ½1 −Uχ zzð0Þðq;ωÞ−1: ð45Þ
Note the only difference between these two is the sign of
the term proportional to U in the denominator. Both have
the form recognizable from summing a geometric series;
indeed, they have the same form as the more familiar RPA
result for the nonordered interacting Fermi gas.
The transverse spin susceptibility is more complicated:
The AFM state doubles the unit cell and halves the
Brillouin zone, coupling a spin g particle at k to a spin
g hole at kþQ [see Eq. (22)]. This gives rise to the
nondiagonal matrix form of Eq. (41) for the MFT suscep-
tibility, which then feeds into the RPA one. The RBZ
structure can be accommodated in a 2 × 2matrix version of
Dyson’s equation to give (see Appendix A 2)
χþ−RPAðq;ωÞ ¼ χþ−ð0Þ ðq;ωÞ½1 −Uχþ−ð0Þ ðq;ωÞ−1: ð46Þ
Or in the explicit form given by [53],
χþ−RPAðq;q;ωÞ ¼
χþ−ð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ½1 −Uχþ−ð0Þ ðqþQ;qþQ;ωÞ þU½χþ−ð0Þ ðq;qþQ;ωÞ2
½1 −Uχþ−ð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ½1 −Uχþ−ð0Þ ðqþQ;qþQ;ωÞ −U2½χþ−ð0Þ ðq;qþQ;ωÞ2
; ð47Þ
χþ−RPAðq;qþQ;ωÞ ¼
χþ−ð0Þ ðq;qþQ;ωÞ
½1 −Uχþ−ð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ½1 −Uχþ−ð0Þ ðqþQ;qþQ;ωÞ −U2½χþ−ð0Þ ðq;qþQ;ωÞ2
: ð48Þ
Here, in Eqs. (47) and (48), as in Eqs. (39), (42) and (43),
the momentum q belongs to the full BZ on both sides of the
equation and χþ−RPAðq;qþQ;ωÞ ¼ χþ−RPAðqþQ;q;ωÞ. The
appearance of new poles in χþ−RPA of Eq. (46) is displayed in
Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) shows the individual poles originating
from the MFT transverse susceptibility χþ−ð0Þ [Eq. (42)].
These poles start from ℏω ≥ 2Δ, and the width of the
peaks is determined by δ [see discussion after Eq. (38)].
Figure 4(b) shows the real and imaginary parts of the
denominator of Eq. (47). When the real part of the
denominator crosses zero, a new pole emerges. We can
estimate the energy of this pole as follows. The Heisenberg
model has the spin-wave dispersion given by [51]
ℏωq ¼ 2JH
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − γ2q
q
; ð49Þ
with γq ¼ ðcos qxaþ cos qyaÞ=2. The effective coupling
constant JH is related to the Hubbard model parameters via
JH ¼ 4J2=U in the large U=J limit. Then, in Fig. 4 with
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q ¼ ðπ=a; 0Þ and U ¼ 5J, the pole occurs at energy
ℏωq ∼ 8J2=U ∼ 1.6J. It can be seen that this is an over-
estimate because we are not strictly in the U ≫ J limit. The
imaginary parts of both MFT and RPA transverse spin
susceptibilities are compared in Fig. 5(a) to illustrate how
the RPA renormalizes the single-particle excitations and
induces collective modes. The RPA transverse susceptibil-
ity notably differs from the MFT result owing to the
collective excitations.
In Fig. 5(b), we show the corresponding RPA renorm-
alization of the MFT density and longitudinal spin sus-
ceptibilities. The different signs in the denominators in
Eq. (44) vs Eq. (45) indicate that the RPA corrections have
opposite effects on the MFT density and longitudinal spin
susceptibilities, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
1. RPA correction to the AFM-order parameter
One can also incorporate quantum fluctuations and the
effect of collective excitations in the calculation of the
AFM-order parameter m [38]; see Appendix A 3 for a
sketch of the method. Indeed, quantum fluctuations
are known to strongly suppress m (by about 40%) [51]
in the Heisenberg model. For the half-filled Hubbard
model, Schrieffer et al. [38] have computed the RPA
corrections to m numerically (see their Fig. 7).
Chubukov et al. have further shown that at large U, the
RPA corrected m indeed approaches the Heisenberg model
result quantitatively. We will use the RPA-corrected data of
Ref. [38] for computing the elastic scattering intensity in
Secs. VI B 1 and VII B.
V. OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS
A. Scattered intensity
In the previous section, we showed how the time-ordered
and normally-ordered correlation functions can be calcu-
lated for the AFM-ordered fermionic atoms in an optical
lattice. Here, we show how these quantities are related to
measurements on the light scattered from the atoms. In
optical lattice systems, the atoms can be confined by highly
anisotropic trapping potentials in which the atom dynamics
is restricted to 1D or 2D. This makes the atomic samples
particularly suitable for imaging. For the incident light
tuned off from the atomic transition resonance frequency,
the sample is then optically thin and the quantum statistical
correlations of the atoms can be mapped onto fluctuations
of the scattered light [22–35]. Measurements on the
scattered light therefore convey information about the
many-body state of the atoms and can be employed in
the diagnostics of the correlated phases of the ultracold
atoms in the lattice. Moreover, it was shown in Ref. [26]
that by collecting the scattered light into the forward
direction by a lens with the diffraction maxima blocked,
an experimentally feasible thermometer for fermionic
atoms can be realized. The sensitivity of the thermometer
was analyzed by comparing the shot noise of the scattered
light with fluctuations in the far-field diffraction pattern that
arise from thermal correlations of the atoms. In this paper,
we study quantum correlations in the AFM-ordered
strongly-correlated phase of fermionic atoms in an optical
lattice. In this section, we introduce the formalism describ-
ing the relationship between optical signal (the intensity
and spectrum of the scattered light) and the atomic
correlations.
We assume that the atoms in the lattice are illuminated by
light that can be approximated by a monochromatic plane
wave with the frequency Ωin, propagating perpendicular to
the lattice (in the positive z direction). The setup is
illustrated in Fig. 6. We write the positive frequency electric
field component Eþin as
(a) (b)
FIG. 5. Imaginary part of the MFT and RPA density, longi-
tudinal spin, and transverse spin susceptibilities for a lattice size
of 40 × 40. Other parameters are as in Fig. 4. (a) Imaginary part
of the transverse spin susceptibility for the MFT case
χþ−ð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ of Eq. (42) (dashed line) and for the RPA case
χþ−RPAðq;q;ωÞ of Eq. (47) (solid line). (b) RPA density suscep-
tibility χρρRPAðq;q;ωÞ of Eq. (44) (dashed line) and RPA longi-
tudinal spin susceptibility χρρRPAðq;q;ωÞ of Eq. (45) (dotted line).
Note that in the MFT case, χρρð0Þðq;q;ωÞ (solid line) coincides
with the MFT χzzð0Þðq;q;ωÞ; see Eqs. (39) and (40). However, the
RPA renormalizes these two susceptibilities differently.
(a) (b)
FIG. 4. Transverse spin susceptibility for U ¼ 5J and q ¼
ðπ=a; 0Þ computed with a finite convergence factor δ ¼ 0.1J in a
20 × 20 lattice. (a) We show for the MFT case, the individual
momentum terms χþ−ðkÞð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ of Eq. (42), χþ−ð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ ¼P
kχ
þ−ðkÞ
ð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ. Each term contributes with a Lorentzian-
shaped peak at ω ¼ Ek − Ekþq. (b) Imaginary (solid line) and
real (dashed line) parts of the denominator in the RPA case
χþ−RPAðq;q;ωÞ [Eq. (47)]. The inset in (b) zooms in close to the
origin and shows the zero crossing in the real part.
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Eþinðr; tÞ ¼
1
2
ξeˆineik1·r−iΩint; ð50Þ
where eˆin, k1 ¼ keˆz (k ¼ Ωin=c), and ξ denote the polari-
zation, wave vector, and the amplitude, respectively, of the
incoming light. In an optically thin sample, the dynamics of
the electronically excited atomic state may be adiabatically
eliminated and the scattered field amplitude Eþscðr; tÞ is
proportional to the transition amplitude of atoms between
the initial and final hyperfine electronic ground states g
and g0 [63],
Eþscðr; tÞ ¼ C
X
g0g
Λg0g
Z
d3r0e−iΔk·r0Ψˆ†g0 ðr0; tÞΨˆgðr0; tÞ:
ð51Þ
Here, the scattered field at r is evaluated in the far radiation
zone, so jr − r0j≃ r − nˆ · r0 with
nˆ ¼ ðr − r
0Þ
jr − r0j ; ð52Þ
and the origin is located inside the atomic sample. The
integration is over all the radiating atomic dipole sources at
the positions r0. The field is scattered in the direction k2,
and the change of the wave vector of light upon scattering is
(see Fig. 6)
Δk ¼ k2 − k1 ¼ kðnˆ − eˆzÞ
¼ kðsin θ sinϕ; sin θ cosϕ; cos θ − 1Þ: ð53Þ
In Eq. (51), the effects of the level structure are incorpo-
rated in Λg0g, which is defined by
Λg0g ¼
1
D2
X
e
nˆ×ðnˆ × dg0eÞðeˆin · degÞ: ð54Þ
Here, the atomic transition dipole matrix elements between
the ground state g and the excited state e are
deg ¼ ðdgeÞ ¼ hejdjgi ¼ D
X
σ
hejσgieˆσ; ð55Þ
where hejσgi denotes the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient. The summation runs over the circular polari-
zation vectors eˆσ (σ ¼ −1, 0, 1),
eˆþ¼− 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðeˆxþ ieˆyÞ; eˆ0¼ eˆz; eˆ−¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðeˆx− ieˆyÞ;
ð56Þ
and D is the reduced dipole matrix element. The latter is
related to the Weisskopf-Wigner radiative resonance line-
width γ by
γ ¼ D
2k3
6πℏϵ0
; ð57Þ
where ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity. In Eq. (51), we defined
the prefactor C by
C ¼ 3ξe
ikrγ
4δkr
; δ≡Ωin − ω0: ð58Þ
Here, δ denotes the detuning of the incident light frequency
Ωin from the atomic resonance frequency ω0.
Typically, the wave number for the probe light is not the
same as the effective wave number of the optical lattice
potential. In order to suppress the spontaneous emission
due to the lattice light lasers, the lattice lasers are consid-
erably more off resonant. The probe and the lattice lasers
may also be tuned to different transitions, and the lattice
spacing can be modulated by optical components, resulting,
e.g., in the accordion lattices where the lattice spacing
may vary for a given lattice light laser frequency [44–46].
We investigate the effect of different ratios κ between the
probe light wave number k and the effective lattice light
wave number kl [Eq. (7)], so that
κ ¼ k
kl
¼ ka
π
: ð59Þ
The intensity of the scattered light is given by
I ¼ 2ϵ0chE−scðr; tÞEþscðr; tÞi; ð60Þ
where c denotes the speed of light in vacuum. By
substituting the field amplitudes from Eq. (51) in the
expression for the light intensity, we obtain the intensity
in terms of the atomic correlation functions. The atoms are
initially assumed to occupy the ground state in the lowest-
energy band. In the tight-binding regime, the atomic field
operators in the correlation function may be expanded in
the series of the Wannier functions [Eq. (8)], where cˆjg
denotes the annihilation operator for the atoms in the
electronic ground state g and the lattice site j ¼ ðjx; jyÞ.
We obtain for the scattered light intensity,
FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of the light-scattering setup.
The atoms are confined in the optical lattice close to the xy
plane. The incident light field with the wave vector k1 propagates
perpendicular to the lattice in the positive z direction. The wave
vector of the scattered light is denoted by k2, with the scattering
direction determined by the coordinates θ and ϕ.
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I
B
¼ αΔk
X
g1 ;g2g3 ;g4
i;j
Mg3g4g2g1e
iΔk·ðri−rjÞhcˆ†ig4 cˆig3 cˆ
†
jg2
cˆjg1i: ð61Þ
Here, we have defined
B≡ Iin

3γ
2δkr

2
; Iin ¼
1
2
ϵ0cξ2; ð62Þ
where Iin denotes the intensity of the incoming light, and
Mg3g4g2g1 ¼ Λg3g4Λg2g1 : ð63Þ
In deriving Eq. (61), we have assumed that the spatial
overlap between different sites is negligible. If the lattice
potential is approximately independent of the different
ground-state levels g, the Debye-Waller factor αΔk exhibits
a simple format of the Fourier transform of the lattice site
density that can be evaluated by means of the Wannier
functions [Eq. (11)],
αΔk ¼

Z
d3re−iΔk·rjw0ðrÞj2
2
¼
Y
i¼x;y;z
exp

− ðΔkiÞ
2l2i
2

; ð64Þ
where the oscillator length li is defined by Eq. (12).
In the expression (61) for the scattered light intensity, the
spatial variation of atomic correlations is encapsulated in
the operators cˆig. The result is general and also includes the
cases where the translational invariance of the lattice is
broken owing to finite-size effects. In this work, we neglect
any additional potential superposed with the lattice that
would lead to a nonuniform density distribution, so hcˆ†jgcˆjgi
is constant here. The spatial profile in Eq. (61) is therefore
solely determined by the phase factors of the cˆig’s. The
simple relationship (61) between the scattered light inten-
sity and the atomic correlation functions is a consequence
of the weak off-resonant coupling of light. For near-
resonant light, the coupling is strong even in a 2D lattice,
and it results in excitations of collective polarization
modes [64].
We will consider the scattering processes of the atoms to
higher energy bands in Sec. V C. Although such processes
result in the photon frequencies that are shifted by the
energy difference between the bands and can be filtered
from the signal, they can contribute to the heating rate of
the atoms in the lattice.
In the specific analysis of the optical signatures of the
atomic correlations, it is beneficial to separate in the
scattered intensity the contributions from the elastic and
inelastic scattering events. In the following study, we define
the elastic scattering processes as those in which the atom
scatters back to its original momentum state. We evaluate
Eq. (61) in terms of the elastically and inelastically
scattered light intensities IeðΔkÞ and IiðΔkÞ, respectively,
IðΔkÞ ¼ IeðΔkÞ þ IiðΔkÞ; ð65Þ
IeðΔkÞ ¼ BαΔk
X
g
ΛgghρˆΔ¯kgi
2
¼ BαΔk
X
g1g3
Mg3g3g1g1hρˆΔ¯kg3ihρˆ−Δ¯kg1i; ð66Þ
IiðΔkÞ ¼ BαΔk
X
g1 ;g2
g3;g4
Mg3g4g2g1S
g3g4
g2g1ðΔ¯kÞ: ð67Þ
Here, Δ¯k denotes the change of wave vector of light on the
xy plane, and the density operator ρˆkg for the spin state g is
given by Eq. (32). We have defined
uk ≡
X
j
e−ik·rj ; ð68Þ
and the static structure factor
Sg3g4g2g1ðΔ¯kÞ≡ 1N4s
X
q;q0≠0
uΔ¯k−quΔ¯k−q0
×
X
k;k0
hcˆ†kþqg4 cˆkg3 cˆ†k0−q0g2 cˆk0g1ic: ð69Þ
All the q ¼ q0 ¼ 0 terms in the previous equation are
included in the elastic part. This corresponds to incorpo-
rating only the connected Feynman diagrams in the
correlation function of the static structure factor (indicated
by the subscript c), and the disconnected ones in the
relevant expansion are precisely those that go into the
elastic part (see Chap. 13.4 of Ref. [65]).
The finite-size effects of the lattice contribute in Eq. (69)
via the uk factors. In the limit of a large lattice, we may
approximate Sg3g4g2g1 by translationally invariant atomic mode
functions, so the summation over the sites approaches a
delta function uk → N2sδk;0 and
Sg3g4g2g1ðΔ¯kÞ≃
X
k;k0
hcˆ†
kþΔ¯kg4 cˆkg3 cˆ
†
k0−Δ¯kg2 cˆk0g1ic: ð70Þ
In a typical 40 × 40 lattice that we are investigating, taking
the continuum limit changes the integrated inelastically
scattered light intensity by less than 2%.
In order to calculate the intensity of the scattered light
[Eq. (67)] and the corresponding static structure factor
[Eq. (69)], it is useful to define a static response function as
Sg3g4g2g1ðq;q0Þ≡ 1N4s
X
k;k0
hcˆ†kþqg4 cˆkg3 cˆ†k0−q0g2 cˆk0g1ic: ð71Þ
In Secs. IV C 2 and IV D, we showed how both the RPA
correlations based on the Feynman-Dyson perturbation
series and the MFT correlations for the AFM state in the
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large lattice limit can then be efficiently calculated in a
compact form by evaluating the diagonal components
Sg3g4g2g1ðq;qÞ. In this paper, we approximate the inelastically
scattered light intensity by using these diagonal expres-
sions, while still including a finite-size contribution from
the diffraction pattern via juΔ¯k−qj2. The corresponding
intensity expression reads
IiðΔkÞ
αΔkB
≃X
q≠0
juΔ¯k−qj2
X
g1 ;g2
g3 ;g4
Mg3g4g2g1S
g3g4
g2g1ðq;qÞ: ð72Þ
In Sec. VI B, wewill show how Sg3g4g2g1ðq;qÞ can be related to
the density as well as longitudinal and transverse spin
correlation functions [Eq. (94)].
The general equations (65)–(67) give the scattered light
intensity for an arbitrary lattice system. The scattered light
carries information about the atomic correlation functions.
The lattice structure generates the diffraction pattern, and
the overall envelope of the pattern is produced by the
Debye-Waller factors that depend on the profile of the
atomic wave functions on individual sites. The dependence
of the scattered light on the polarization, atomic-level
structure, and the scattering direction is incorporated
in Mg3g4g2g1 .
The elastic scattering produces a diffraction pattern from
a nonfluctuating atom density in the lattice where the
Wannier site wave functions play the role of the diffraction
slit profile [26]. The inelastic scattering processes are
those in which an atom scatters from one quasimomentum
state to another different state. The inelastic scattering is
sensitive to the fluctuations of the atoms and reflects the
underlying statistical correlations between the atoms. It
produces scattered light into angles outside the diffraction
orders, generating fluctuating shifts in the diffraction
pattern that result from the atom-lattice system absorbing
recoil kicks from the scattered photons [26].
The role of the elastically scattered light intensity is
easiest to analyze in the case of a uniformly filled lattice
(when the translation symmetry of the lattice is not broken
by any of the atomic species). In that case, the density
operator expectation value reads
hρˆΔ¯kgi ¼ uΔ¯kfg; ð73Þ
where fg is the atomic filling factor of species g (the total
number of atoms of species g divided by the total number
of sites, N2s). Δ¯k is defined after Eq. (67). We then find
that the elastically scattered light intensity,
IeðΔkÞ ¼ BαΔkjuΔ¯kj2
X
g
Λggfg
2; ð74Þ
is determined by the Bragg diffraction pattern of the lattice
juΔ¯kj2, weighted by the contributions from the atomic-level
structure via Λgg and modulated by the Debye-Waller
factor αΔk. In the specific case of a 2D square lattice,
we obtain the familiar diffraction pattern of a 2D square
array of Ns × Ns diffracting apertures,
juΔ¯kj2 ¼
Y
α¼x;y
sin2ðNsΔ¯kαa
2
Þ
sin2ðΔ¯kαa
2
Þ
: ð75Þ
For a uniformly filled lattice, the elastic part contains no
information about the atomic correlations in the system.
Since the atom statistics is mapped onto the inelastically
scattered light intensity according to Eq. (67), it is
beneficial to block the elastically scattered light before
the measurement [26]. We will explain this procedure
in detail in Sec. VI B 1. For the AFM state studied in
Sec. IV B, lattice translation symmetry is broken, resulting
in the Brillouin zone being halved in size. We shall show in
Sec. VI B 1 that in this case, there are new diffraction peaks
that correspond to this new lattice periodicity, and the new
diffraction peaks are therefore a key signature of the AFM
order. This effect was first analyzed in Ref. [36].
B. Scattered spectrum
In the previous section, we established the relation
between the scattered light intensity with the equal-time
atomic correlations [Eqs. (65)–(67)]. We now analyze the
spectrum of the scattered light and show how it conveys
information about the excitation spectrum of the atoms in
the lattice. The scattered light spectrum may be obtained as
a Fourier transform of the two-time correlation function of
the scattered electric field [63]
SðΔk;ωÞ ¼ A
Z
dteiωthE−ðr; 0ÞEþðr; tÞi; ð76Þ
where A denotes the normalization factor. We can then
write the scattered spectrum in terms of the two-time
correlation functions of the atoms in the optical lattice.
The spectrum can be separated into an elastic and an
inelastic component, and we obtain
SðΔk;ωÞ ¼ SeðΔk;ωÞ þ SiðΔk;ωÞ; ð77Þ
SeðΔk;ωÞ ¼ A0αΔkδðωÞ
X
g
Λgghρˆ−Δ¯kgi
2; ð78Þ
SiðΔk;ωÞ ¼ A0αΔk
X
g1 ;g2
g3 ;g4
Mg3g4g2g1S
g3g4
g2g1ðΔk;ωÞ; ð79Þ
where A0 ≡ AB=ð2ϵ0cÞ. In the last equation, we introduced
the dynamic structure factor, which is analogous to the
static case of Eq. (69),
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Sg3g4g2g1ðΔk;ωÞ ¼
1
N4s
X
q;q0≠0
uΔ¯k−quΔ¯k−q0
X
k;k0
Z
dteiωthcˆ†kþqg4ð0Þcˆkg3ð0Þcˆ
†
k0−q0g2ðtÞcˆk0g1ðtÞic: ð80Þ
The elastic component corresponds to a peak at ω ¼ 0. The subscript c indicates the connected diagrams for which
ω ≠ 0, revealing the excitations of the system [see Sec. VIII]. Analogously to Eq. (71), we define the dynamical response
functions as
Sg3g4g2g1ðq;q0;ωÞ ¼
1
N4s
X
k;k0
Z
dteiωthcˆ†kþqg4ð0Þcˆkg3ð0Þcˆ†k0−q0g2ðtÞcˆk0g1ðtÞic: ð81Þ
We approximate Eq. (79) in a similar fashion as Eq. (72),
SiðΔk;ωÞ
αΔkA0
≃X
q≠0
juΔ¯k−qj2
X
g1 ;g2
g3 ;g4
Mg3g4g2g1S
g3g4
g2g1ðq;q;ωÞ: ð82Þ
C. Atom losses to higher bands
In Sec. VA, we calculated the optical intensity signal for
probing the atoms in an optical lattice. This consists of the
elastic scattering processes in which the final state of the
atoms is the same as the initial state, as well as the inelastic
scattering processes within the lowest-energy band where
the quasimomentum state of the atoms changes. The atoms
that initially occupy the lowest-energy band may also
undergo scattering to higher bands. Owing to the energy
splitting between the adjacent bands, which is of the order
of 2s1=2ER [ER was defined in Eq. (6)], the photons that
scatter to higher bands are frequency shifted from the
optical signal and could be filtered out. This is because
the maximum recoil kick absorbed by the atom within the
lowest band on the xy plane is k [the recoil component on
the lattice plane satisfies jΔqj ¼ k sinðθÞ; see Eq. (53)],
corresponding to the energy shift of κ2ER [Eqs. (6) and
(59)], which is less than the energy difference between the
bands [66]. The scattering to higher bands, however,
provides a loss mechanism which we will estimate when
calculating the measurement accuracy of AFM correlations
of the atoms.
Here, we extend the analysis of the loss rates of Ref. [30]
to our multilevel formalism. In the evaluation of the
scattered intensity, the following correlation functions
involving states in higher energy bands yield nonvanishing
contributions:X
j;m≠0
G0j4;mjmj;0j1hcˆ
†
0j4g4
cˆmjg3 cˆ
†
mjg2
cˆ0j1g1i; ð83Þ
where cˆmjg denotes the annihilation operator for the atoms
in the band m, site j, and ground state g [Eq. (8)]. The
nonvanishing contribution from the empty excited energy
band m ≠ 0 results from hcˆmjg3 cˆ†mjg2i by the creation of an
atom at ðm; jÞ followed by the annihilation of an atom at
ðm; jÞ. We concentrate on the case in which the interactions
do not mix the spin states, so only the term g3 ¼ g4 is
nonvanishing. The coefficients G are defined in terms of the
Wannier function integrals
G0j4;mjmj;0j1 ¼
Z
d3rd3r0w0j4ðrÞwmjðrÞwmjðr0Þw0j1ðr0ÞeiΔk⋅ðr−r
0Þ:
ð84Þ
The mode functions in each site form a complete basis,
and we haveX
j;m≠0
wmjðrÞwmjðr0Þ ¼ δðr − r0Þ −
X
j
w0jðrÞw0jðr0Þ:
ð85Þ
This can be used to simplify Eqs. (83) and (84). We find
that the contribution to the scattered intensity of this
process reads
Ihb ¼ BN2s ½1 − αΔk
X
g;g0
Mg
0g
g0g; ð86Þ
where Ihb refers to the scattered light intensity resulting
from the scattering events where the atoms end up in the
higher energy bands. Here, N ¼ N2s is the total number of
atoms in the lattice. This result remains valid for both
fermions and bosons as long as the assumption of unpopu-
lated higher bands is valid.
VI. OPTICAL SIGNATURES OF MAGNETIC
ORDERING IN SCATTERED INTENSITY
A. Two-species atomic gas of 40K
In the previous section, we presented the general
expressions for the dependence of scattered light on the
atomic correlation functions in an optical lattice system.
Next, we analyze the 2D square lattice system of two-
species fermionic atoms introduced in Sec. III, with an
equal population of N2s=2 atoms of both species. As a
specific example we consider 40K, which has been used in
an experimental realization of fermionic Mott insulator
states in lattices [6–8] and, recently, AFM ordering [8]. We
consider the two electronic ground states
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j↓i ¼ j4S1=2; Fg ¼ 9=2; mF ¼ −9=2i;
j↑i ¼ j4S1=2; Fg ¼ 9=2; mF ¼ −7=2i: ð87Þ
The incident field is assumed to be σ− polarized, so the
two ground states are coupled to the electronically excited
states
j1i ¼ j4P3=2; Fe ¼ 11=2; mF ¼ −11=2i;
j2i ¼ j4P3=2; Fe ¼ 11=2; mF ¼ −9=2i: ð88Þ
The level scheme and the transitions are illustrated in
Fig. 7. The atoms in j↓i undergo a cycling transition, in
which case they are only excited to j1i, decaying back to
the original state j↓i. The atoms in j↑i are excited to j2i,
from where they can decay either back to j↑i or to j↓i. The
latter represents a spin-exchanging transition. We will find
that the transitions in which the spin is changed convey
information about transverse spin correlation functions,
while those associated with the scattering processes in
which the spin is conserved are proportional to density and
longitudinal spin correlation functions. Specifically, the
different transitions can be identified with the different RPA
susceptibilities in Eqs. (44), (45) and (46), respectively.
In our system, we vary the lattice size between Ns ¼ 16
and 40 sites along each direction. We consider two lattice
heights, 7.8ER and 25ER. The trap frequency perpendicular
to the lattice is chosen as ωz ¼ 10ER=ℏ. For 40K, we take
experimentally realistic [6–8] values for the incoming light
λ ¼ 766.5 nm and Iin ¼ 5W=m2, and we assume it is
detuned from the atomic resonance δ ¼ 20γ [Eq. (58)].
This yields, in Eq. (62), Br2 ≈ 1615 photons=s. We vary
the ratio between the lattice spacing and the wavelength
of the incident light by changing κ [Eq. (59)], and we take
κ ¼ 0.66, 1.05, and 1.5. All these correspond to subwa-
velength lattice spacing, but the additional magnetic peak
due to period doubling may only be observed for
κ ¼ 1.5 > ﬃﬃﬃ2p .
B. Scattered intensity
In Sec. VA, the total scattered intensity was separated
into the elastic component IeðΔkÞ and an intraband
inelastic component IiðΔkÞ [see Eqs. (66) and (67)].
Furthermore, in Sec. V C, we have taken into account
the inelastic scattering of atoms to higher bands in Eq. (86),
IhbðΔkÞ, which is not assumed to contribute to the detected
signal but affects the heating rate of the atoms. The total
scattered intensity is thus
I ¼ Ie þ Ii þ Ihb: ð89Þ
We now analyze each of these components for the specific
case of a two-species 40K. Applying the level structure of
Fig. 7, we find the explicit expressions for all the scattered
elastic and interband intensity components,
IeðΔkÞ
αΔkB
¼
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M↓↓↓↓
q
hρˆΔ¯k↓i þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M↑↑↑↑
q
hρˆΔ¯k↑i

2
; ð90Þ
IhbðΔkÞ ¼ BN2sð1 − αΔkÞ
	
M↑↑↑↑ þM↓↓↓↓ þM↓↑↓↑


: ð91Þ
Here, the Debye-Waller factor αΔk is given in Eq. (64) and
the coefficient B in Eq. (62). In the elastically scattered
intensity, Eq. (90), the Fourier transform of the density
operator is defined in Eq. (99). The components ofMg3g4g2g1 in
Eq. (63) read [see Eqs. (87) and (88)]
M↓↓↓↓ ¼
1
4
ð3þ cos2θÞ; M↑↑↓↓ ¼M↑↑↑↑ ¼
9
44
ð3þ cos2θÞ;
M↑↑↑↑ ¼
81
484
ð3þ cos2θÞ; M↓↑↓↑ ¼
18
121
sin2θ: ð92Þ
We now consider the scattered inelastic intraband
intensity component Ii. Because of the broken translation
symmetry in the AFM state, the RPA susceptibilities of
Eqs. (44), (45) and (46) have a matrix structure [cf. the
MFT susceptibility matrix Eq. (37)]. To exhibit clearly this
RBZ structure, the inelastic intensity component of Eq. (72)
can be written by generalizing the static response functions
of Eq. (71) to a 2 × 2 matrix with a RBZ momentum
structure analogous to that of Eq. (37) as
Sg3g4g2g1ðqÞ ¼

Sg3g4g2g1ðq;qÞ Sg3g4g2g1ðq;qþQÞ
Sg3g4g2g1ðqþQ;qÞ Sg3g4g2g1ðqþQ;qþQÞ

:
ð93Þ
The static response functions that appear in each element
of the previous matrix are defined in Eq. (71). To relate to
the RPA density and spin susceptibilities [Eqs. (44), (45),
and (46)], we first note that using Eqs. (32), (31), and (30),
we can define the matrix of static response functions for the
density, longitudinal, and transverse spin operators
FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of the atomic-level structure. The
atoms are illuminated by an incident light with the σ− polari-
zation, exciting atoms j↑i → j2i and j↓i → j1i. The state j1i
decays to j↓i, while the state j2i can decay either to j↑i or to j↓i.
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SρρðqÞ ¼
X
g;g0
Sg
0g0
gg ðqÞ
SzzðqÞ ¼
X
g;g0
ηðgÞηðg0ÞSg0g0gg ðqÞ
Sþ−ðqÞ ¼ 2S↓↑↓↑ðqÞ; ð94Þ
where ηðgÞ is defined in Eq. (18). These static response
functions can in turn be related to the time-ordered
correlation functions (susceptibilities) of Eqs. (44), (45),
and (46) of Sec. IV, using the relationship in Eqs. (35) and
(34), together with frequency integration from Eq. (36).
The diffraction factors uq defined in Eq. (68) can also be
accommodated in the RBZ structure by defining
uk ¼

uk
ukþQ

; k ∈ RBZ: ð95Þ
Hence, the inelastic component of the intensity of light
scattering off atoms in the AFM state of Eq. (72) can be
written as
IiðΔkÞ
αΔkB
¼ 1
4
	
M↓↓↓↓ þM↑↑↑↑

XRBZ
q≠0
u†Δ¯k−q½SρρðqÞ þ SzzðqÞuΔ¯k−q þ
1
4
	
M↓↓↑↑ þM↑↑↓↓

XRBZ
q≠0
u†Δ¯k−q½SρρðqÞ − SzzðqÞuΔ¯k−q
þ 1
2
M↓↑↓↑
XRBZ
q≠0
u†Δ¯k−qS
þ−ðqÞuΔ¯k−q: ð96Þ
In the following, we will analyze the different scattering
contributions. The spectrum and the excitations will be
studied in Sec. VIII.
1. Elastic scattering
This section is devoted to studying the elastic component
of the scattered light. We show that the emergence of
AFM ordering in the system is directly observable in the
elastically scattered light intensity, as this results in
magnetic Bragg peaks in the scattered light signal. For
the two-species system studied here (Fig. 7) the total
scattered light intensity can be computed from Eqs. (90)
and (92). This results in
IeðΔkÞ
αΔkB
¼ 1
4
ð3þ cos 2θÞ

hρˆΔ¯k↓i þ
9
11
hρˆΔ¯k↑i

2
: ð97Þ
Note that the two spin terms contribute unequally because
the dipole matrix elements are different for each hyperfine
state [see Eq. (92)].
When both atomic species fill the lattice with a uniform
density, the Fourier transforms of the density terms in
Eq. (97) are given by Eq. (73). In the AFM state, the total
atom density is still uniform, but this is no longer true for
the densities of the individual spin components. Each spin
component favors the occupations of alternating sites,
indicating broken lattice translation symmetry and period
doubling [see Eq. (17)]. Consequently, the Fourier trans-
form has a new term. It can be written as
hρˆΔ¯kgi ¼
X
j
eiΔ¯k·rj nˆjg
¼
X
j
eiΔ¯k·rjðfg þm ηðgÞeiQ·rjÞ ð98Þ
¼ uΔ¯kfg þ uΔ¯kþQm ηðgÞ; ð99Þ
where fg ¼ 1=2 is the atomic filling factor of species g at
half-filling and ηðgÞ is defined in Eq. (18). Comparing to
Eq. (73), the new term is proportional to the AFM-order
parameterm, Eq. (15), and is centered at the ordering vector
Q ¼ ðπ=a; π=aÞ. The order parameter m can be obtained
by solving the implicit MFT [Eq. (29)]. The MFT phase
diagram of Fig. 2 shows its dependence on T and U.
However, as discussed in Sec. IV D and Appendix A 3,
quantum fluctuations around the MFT solution have
significant effects not only on susceptibilities but also on
the AFM-order parameter m: The ordering can decrease by
up to about 40% at large U. Thus, we shall use the RPA-
corrected m values as computed by Schrieffer et al. [38].
Substituting Eq. (99) into Eq. (97), we see that in
addition to the usual diffraction term uΔ¯kuΔ¯k centered
at Δk ¼ 0, there is a new magnetic Bragg peak centered at
Δ¯k ¼ Q, proportional to m2 (see Fig. 8). This new peak
can be detected by collecting scattered light around
Δ¯k ∼Q, which, according to the definition of Δk in
Eq. (53), corresponds to θB ¼ arcsinð
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
=κÞ and ϕB ¼
π=4 (see Sec. VII A). The position of the magnetic peak
depends on the ratio κ [Eq. (59)] between the probe light
wave vector and the effective wave vector of the lattice light
[see Eq. (53)]. Hence, it will only be observable if κ ≥
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
.
Magnetic Bragg peaks were first studied in optical lattices
in Ref. [36] and experimentally observed for an artificially
prepared density pattern in Ref. [37].
The dependence of the magnetic Bragg peak on the
staggered magnetization m is illustrated in Fig. 8(a), which
shows the elastically scattered intensity from a lattice
populated by both atomic species for different values of
m [Eq. (97)]. The different values of m may correspond,
e.g., to different values of temperature or the on-site
interaction strength U.
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On the other hand, if for example only the ↓ species is
imaged, according to Eq. (97), the elastic part of the
intensity becomes
I↓e ðΔkÞ
BαΔk
¼ ð3þ cos 2θÞ
4
hρˆΔ¯k↓i2 ð100Þ
¼ ð3þ cos 2θÞ
4

uΔ¯k
2
− uΔ¯kþQm

2
: ð101Þ
The resulting magnetic Bragg peak is now strongly
enhanced [see Fig. 8(b)]. We show two different cases:
the case when both species are present in the system
[Eq. (97)] and the case when imaging is done with only a
single species present in the lattice [Eq. (101)]. In the first
case, without spin-specific detection, the total signal is very
weak because of destructive interference between the
scattered light from the two species. In fact, the magnetic
Bragg peak is observable only because the dipole transition
matrix elements between the two species are not equal
and, according to Eqs. (97) and (99), is weaker than the
single-species response by a factor of ð2=11Þ2. If the
transition matrix elements were the same, the spin-inde-
pendent imaging would only probe the total density without
revealing the AFM order.
Alternatively, if the Zeeman splitting between the two
spin states can be sufficiently increased by magnetic fields,
such that the incident laser is tuned in between the
resonances of the two states while simultaneously being
far detuned from both of them, the optical signatures of the
staggered magnetization order parameter can be further
enhanced. This is because the light scattered from the two
species can then be π phase shifted with respect to each
other. This changes the sign of one of the density terms
originating from Eq. (99). By appropriately adjusting the
detuning, it is therefore possible to have the elastically
scattered light intensity proportional to m2,
IeðΔkÞ
αΔkB
¼ 1
4
ð3þ cos 2θÞ

18
11
uΔ¯kþQm

2
; ð102Þ
where the detuning δ in the parameter B [Eq. (62)] is
now the detuning of the incident light from the resonance of
the atomic species j↑i. For 40K, the necessary splitting
would require very strong magnetic fields. The hyperfine
levels mF ¼ 7=2 and mF ¼ 9=2 can exhibit a more
significant splitting than mF ¼ −7=2 and mF ¼ −9=2.
For strong fields, the nuclear spin I can also decouple
from the optical transitions, such that the atomic levels
needed in the imaging could, e.g., be jJ ¼ 1=2;
mJ ¼ 1=2i, jJ ¼ 3=2; mJ ¼ −1=2i, and jJ ¼ 3=2;
mJ ¼ −3=2i (all with the same I; mI).
2. Elastic scattering in the presence
of short-range correlations
So far, we have considered long-range AFM order where
the staggered magnetization m is constant throughout the
lattice. In Sec. IVA, we discussed how there is no genuine
long-range AFM order in the Hubbard model (or its strong
coupling limit, the Heisenberg model), at any finite temper-
ature in the thermodynamic limit. Moreover, to avoid
heating and atom losses (see Sec. VII B) due to scattering,
with the example set of parameters the probe laser can only
be turned on for a time about 2 orders of magnitude shorter
than the hopping time (∼ℏ=J) of an atom. This means that
in a single experimental realization, the light is scattered off
a specific frozen configuration of the atoms in the lattice.
Therefore, the measurements of the scattered light intensity
necessitate a simulation of a specific stochastic atom
configuration and not an ensemble-averaged atom distri-
bution. It is beyond the scope of this paper to calculate the
finite-temperature short-range effects, but we can present
an example of how a reduced correlation length would
qualitatively influence the optical signal by simulating
(b)
(a)
FIG. 8. Angular distribution of the elastic component of the
scattered light intensity along the direction ϕ ¼ π=4. The
calculations use the AFM-order parameter m computed with
RPA corrections. Here, the number of sites is 40 × 40 and the
lattice depth s ¼ 25. (a) IeðΔkÞ for different values of m, when
both species are detected. Different curves represent U ¼ 7.3J
and mRPA ¼ 0.3 (solid line), U ¼ 3.9J and mRPA ¼ 0.25 (dashed
line), and U ¼ 2.0J and mRPA ¼ 0.15 (short dashed line). In
(b), we compare the results for the total density with the single-
species detection (mRPA ¼ 0.3). Curves from top to bottom:
I↓e ðΔkÞ (dashed), I↑e ðΔkÞ (dash-dotted), and IeðΔkÞ (solid). The
magnetic Bragg peak is observable since κ ¼ 1.5 > ﬃﬃﬃ2p . Note
that the highest peak in (a) corresponds to the smallest one in (b).
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short-range ordering effects in a phenomenological manner,
as follows: At finite temperatures, the spins are correlated
up to the AFM correlation length ξAFM, which leads to
domains of size ∼ξAFM. We introduce the spatial variation
of the AFM-order parameter by letting mi depend on the
site index i, with the amplitude fixed at the T ¼ 0
magnetization value mRPA. For simplicity, we assume that
mi’s in different domains are not oriented in random
directions, but that there exists a preferred axis, generated,
e.g., by a small imbalance in the Fermi levels of the two
species. We therefore introduce a sign si ¼ 1 (Ising
variable) for the mi’s that fluctuates from site to site,
mi ¼ mRPAsi: ð103Þ
The configuration of si is modeled using the nearest-
neighbor Ising Hamiltonian
HI
kBT
¼ − JIsing
kBT
X
hi;ji
sisj ¼ −K
X
hi;ji
sisj: ð104Þ
JIsing is the coupling strength, and K ¼ JIsing=kBT. For
JIsing < 0, the ground state of the system at T ¼ 0 is an
AFM Neél state. In contrast to the Heisenberg model,
the Ising model has a nonzero critical temperature. The
transition temperature for a finite system with periodic
boundary conditions can be estimated as [67]
KcðNs ¼ 40Þ ≈ −0.437: ð105Þ
We approximate the correlation length ξIsingðKÞ for a finite-
size system (Ns ¼ 40) and for T > Tcð40Þ [Kcð40Þ < K]
by [70]
ξIsingðKÞ ≈
1
4½Kcð40Þ − K : ð106Þ
Using the Wolff algorithm [71], we can numerically
generate a specific configuration for the Ising variable
si, with a correlation length determined by the temperature
in the Ising model. To ensure that the number of up and
down spins is equal, we impose a constraint jmFj ¼
jPisij < 0.01 on the ferromagnetic Ising order parameter.
Figure 9 shows two of the generated configurations at
two different temperatures. A specific configuration of mi
is then used in Eq. (98) to calculate the single-species
(↓ atom only) elastic part of the scattered intensity of
Eq. (100) as
I↓e ðΔkÞ ¼ BαΔkM↓↓↓↓m2RPA
XjeiΔ¯k·rjsj
2: ð107Þ
Note that this expression does not contain the diffraction
peak in the forward direction, as we are only interested in
the magnetic Bragg peaks whose contribution is significant
around the perpendicular direction. The numerically calcu-
lated scattered light intensity at different temperatures is
shown in Figs. 10(a)–(c). The average value of the order
parameter m is smaller than 0.02 in all the cases. The
average scattered light intensity grows at temperatures
close to the transition [Fig. 10(d)], and the magnetic
Bragg peaks emerge as the correlation length increases.
The large fluctuations between different realizations in the
simplified model (Fig. 10) are likely to significantly
overestimate the fluctuations of the true AFM state.
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FIG. 9. Typical configurations for the Ising model at two
different temperatures. We show the cases far above
(K ¼ −0.3, on the left) and slightly above (K ¼ −0.43, on the
right) the transition temperature. The corresponding correlation
lengths are ξIsingð−0.3Þ ≈ 3a and ξIsingð−0.43Þ ≈ 40a.
FIG. 10. Angular distribution of the elastic component of the
scattered light intensity in the presence of short-range order
[Eq. (107)] along the ϕ ¼ π=4 direction. The lattice depth is
taken to be s ¼ 25, κ ¼ 1.5 [Eq. (59)], and mRPA ≈ 0.3. We only
show the magnetic Bragg peaks for the case where only the down
species is imaged. In (a)–(c), the solid lines represent the
ensemble averages of the intensity over 100 stochastic realiza-
tions at different temperatures: (a)K ¼ −0.3, (b)K ¼ −0.42, and
(c) K ¼ −0.43. The corresponding fluctuations (sample standard
deviation) are given by the dashed lines. The different average
intensities of (a)–(c) are shown together in (d). Typical individual
lattice configurations are shown in Fig. 9.
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3. Inelastic intraband scattering
As was demonstrated in the previous section, the elastic
part of the scattered light intensity conveys information
about the atom density in the lattice and generates the
diffraction pattern of the atomic lattice structure. If the
detected signal cannot distinguish the two spin compo-
nents, the light provides almost no information about the
AFM order. On the other hand, when the contributions of
the two spin components can be separated in the scattered
light, the emerging AFM order and the period doubling
can be identified as additional Bragg peaks. In addition to
the elastic signal, one may also study the inelastically
scattered light intensity [Eq. (67)]. The inelastic scattering
processes are proportional to static structure factors
Sg3g4g2g1ðΔkÞ [Eq. (69)] that represent scattering events in
which an atom is excited from a quasimomentum state q
and scatters to a different quasimomentum state q0. Atoms
absorb recoil kicks from the scattered photons. The recoil
events depend on the statistical correlations between the
atoms, generating fluctuating shifts in the diffraction
pattern and significant scattering outside the diffraction
orders. In the process, the atomic correlations are mapped
onto the properties of the emitted light. Inelastically
scattered light in a single-component fermionic gas in a
lattice can reveal thermal correlations [26], and in a two-
component case, it has previously been proposed as a
detection method for topological order of the atoms [22].
The inelastically scattered light intensity for the two-
component 40K gas is given by Eq. (96). The scattering
contributions in which the spin is conserved are propor-
tional to density and longitudinal spin susceptibilities. The
spin-exchanging transitions (see Fig. 7) generate the term
depending on the transverse spin susceptibility. The two
processes exhibit very different angular distributions of the
scattered light, as shown in Eq. (92). In the spin-conserving
processes, the emitted photons are generated by the σþ
transition, in which case, the intensity in the forward
direction is twice the intensity in the perpendicular direc-
tion. The spin-exchanging process, on the other hand,
produces scattered photons via the π transition which is
oriented parallel to the propagation direction of the incident
field. Therefore, the scattering reaches its maximum in the
perpendicular direction (θ ¼ π=2) and entirely vanishes in
the forward direction.
We have calculated the angular distribution of the
inelastically scattered light for different values of the on-
site interaction strength U and hence the staggered mag-
netization m of the AFM ordering. In Fig. 11, we show
the results based on MFT at T ¼ 0. In this case, the
intensity is obtained using the MFT static structure factor
[Eqs. (B1) and (B2)] in Eq. (67). The corresponding MFT
susceptibilities required in the calculation are provided by
Eqs. (39)–(43), (34), (35), and (36). The different angular
distribution of the different scattering contributions is
clearly visible in Fig. 11. We find that in MFT, the density
and longitudinal spin susceptibilities are more sensitive to
the variation of U than the transverse susceptibility.
The intensity calculations based on MFT fail to capture
the effects of collective excitations. We showed in
Sec. IV D how the collective modes emerge in RPA.
(See Figs. 4 and 5 for comparisons of the RPA and
MFT.) The difference between the two approaches in the
scattered intensity distribution is illustrated in Fig. 12. The
low-energy collective modes are notable in the transverse
spin correlations, corresponding to the spin-flip transitions,
but in the case of the spin-conserving scattering processes,
the two approaches yield almost identical intensity distri-
butions. The scattered-light-intensity distributions based on
the calculation of the atomic correlations within RPA at
T ¼ 0 for differentU are shown in Fig. 13. The variation of
the signal as a function of U and the AFM order are most
notable in the perpendicular direction, compared with the
MFT case of Fig. 11.
Finally, to produce an example of how the scattered
signal also depends on the temperature of the system, we
show the calculated-light-intensity distributions for differ-
ent T based on the MFT Eq. (67) [the finite-temperature
factors are presented in Eq. (B1) in Appendix B]. Although
the collective excitations in this example are ignored, the
(a)
(c)
(b)
FIG. 11. Angular distribution of the inelastically scattered
light intensity for different values of the interaction strength U
at T ¼ 0 along the direction ϕ ¼ π=4. The calculations are based
on MFT. Here, the number of sites is 40 × 40. The ratio between
the wave number of the probe light to the effective wave number
of the optical lattice light κ ¼ 1.05 [Eq. (59)]. The lattice height is
s ¼ 25. Intensity contributions from (a) the density and longi-
tudinal spin components, (b) the transverse spin component, and
(c) total scattered light intensity. The scattered intensity decreases
with increasing magnetization because of the changes in the
density and longitudinal spin susceptibility.
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comparison between the MFT and RPA T ¼ 0 results
suggests that the scattered intensity is less sensitive to
low-energy collective excitations in the near-forward direc-
tion where the spin-conserving transitions are dominant. A
more accurate description of the temperature dependence
would require a finite-temperature version of RPA, which is
beyond the scope of the present study.
We find in Fig. 14(a) a significant dependence of the
light intensity on the temperature T of the atoms in the near-
forward direction that is analogous to the temperature
sensitivity of a single-component noninteracting fermionic
gas [26]. (Note that in this figure, lower T is represented
by increased staggered magnetization m, for a given fixed
value of U ¼ 5.3J.) The suppression of small-angle scat-
tering at low T can be understood in terms of the Fermi
blocking: The scattering events in which an atom would
recoil to an already occupied state are forbidden, and in
MFT, the small-momentum recoil events can take atoms
out of the Fermi sea only near the Fermi surface. Owing to
the sensitivity of the signal to temperature, optical diag-
nostics could be used as a thermometer of the atoms for an
interacting two-component case also. We study the detec-
tion accuracy of this method in Sec. VII B.
4. Inelastic losses to higher bands
The detected light intensity consists of the elastic and
inelastic intraband components that were calculated for 40K
in Secs. VI B 1 and VI B 3. In addition, the atoms can
scatter to higher bands, as demonstrated in Sec. V C. The
interband scattering can be separated from the detected
signal (owing to the different frequency of the photons), but
(a)
(c)
(b)
FIG. 14. Angular distribution of the inelastically scattered light
intensity at different temperatures along the direction ϕ ¼ π=4.
The calculations are based on MFT. Here, the on-site interaction
is fixed at U ¼ 5.3J. This means that lower T corresponds to
higher values ofm. We use the same parameters as in Fig. 11. The
intensity contributions from (a) the density and longitudinal
spin components, (b) the transverse spin component, and (c) total
scattered light intensity. An increase in temperature enhances
scattering in the near-forward direction.(a)
(c)
(b)
FIG. 13. Angular distribution of the inelastically scattered light
intensity for different values of the interaction strength U at
T ¼ 0 along the direction ϕ ¼ π=4. The calculations are based on
RPA. We use the same parameters as in Fig. 11. Intensity
contributions from (a) the density and longitudinal spin compo-
nents, (b) the transverse spin component, and (c) total scattered
light intensity. The scattered intensity increases with increasing
magnetization near the perpendicular direction θ ∼ π=2 since,
because of the collective modes, the transverse spin component
dominates the scattered light.
FIG. 12. Comparison of the angular distribution of the inelastic
scattered light intensity based on MFT (solid lines) and RPA
(dashed lines) at T ¼ 0 along the direction ϕ ¼ π=4, with κ ¼ 1.5.
The rest of the parameters are as in Fig. 11. The MFT and the
RPA results notably differ, owing to the collective modes that
significantly modify the transverse spin component. The magni-
tude of the order parameter [Eq. (15)] is m ¼ 0.19 (mRPA ≃ 0.15)
for U ¼ 2J and m ¼ 0.4 (mRPA ≃ 0.28) for U ¼ 5.3J.
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it still contributes to the heating rate of the atoms. For the
level structure of 40K, we can write the intensity of the
scattered light corresponding to the interband transitions,
Eq. (86), as
IhbðΔkÞ ¼ BN2sð1 − αΔkÞ 192þ 10 cos 2θ
121
: ð108Þ
We show the angular distribution in Fig. 15. The inelastic
interband scattering is proportional to 1 − αΔk, where αΔk
denotes the Debye-Waller factor [Eq. (64)]. On the other
hand, the intraband inelastic scattering is proportional to
αΔk. Consequently, in deep lattices, atoms are more strongly
confined and the loss rate to higher bands can be suppressed,
while the inelastic intraband scattering, which provides
information on correlations, can be enhanced.
VII. DETECTION OF SCATTERED LIGHT
A. Optical components for light detection
As discussed in Sec. VI, the elastically and inelastically
scattered light from the atoms can provide different
information on the AFM-order parameter m, the temper-
ature of the system, and collective and single-particle
excitations. In this subsection, we discuss in sequence
how one might optimize the experimental configurations
for (i) detection of the extra intensity peak due to AFM
ordering and the measurement of the AFM-order parameter
m, (ii) temperature measurement, and (iii) measuring
the effects of atomic correlations on inelastically scattered
light.
The elastically scattered light intensity in the presence of
the AFM ordering contains extra peaks that result from the
period doubling of the atom density when atoms in only
one of the two spin states are measured [Eqs. (97) and (99)],
or when the light is detuned in between the resonances of
the spin components [Eq. (102)]. We consider detection of
this emerging Q peak by a small optical lens when the lens
is placed at the appropriate angle so as to maximize the
contribution of the peak [Fig. 16(a)]. This then can be used
to directly measure the AFM-order parameter m.
In order to detect atomic correlations or to measure
the temperature of the system from inelastically scattered
light, we consider two experimental configurations: (i) a
lens is placed in the near-forward direction, as depicted in
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 16. Schematic illustration of the experimental configura-
tions to detect AFM ordering of fermionic atoms in an optical
lattice. The atoms are confined in the 2D optical lattice close to
the z ¼ 0 plane, and the incident light propagates towards the
positive z direction. In (a), the elastically scattered light corre-
sponding to the emerging additional Bragg peak generated by the
AFM ordering is collected by a small lens. In (b), the setup is
closely related to that of Ref. [26]. The two lenses have focal
lengths f1 and f2. The light scattered in the near-forward
direction is first collected by lens 1. In the focal plane, the
scattered light is selectively stopped by a block in order to
suppress the intensity of the elastically scattered light at the
detector. The shape and the size of the block can be optimized for
different measurements of collective excitations or of temper-
ature. In (c), the scattered light is collected near the perpendicular
scattering direction of θ ¼ π=2, to measure transverse spin
correlations.
FIG. 15. Comparison of the angular distribution of the different
components of the scattered light intensity at T ¼ 0 along the
direction ϕ ¼ π=4. Here, the on-site interaction strength U ¼
1.76J and the order parameter m ¼ 0.16 (mRPA ≃ 0.13). We use
the same parameters as in Fig. 11. We show the MFT elastic
component (solid line), the RPA inelastic intraband component
(dashed line), and the inelastic interband component (dotted
line). We schematically represent the position of a block and a
NA ¼ 0.8 lens by vertical lines.
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Fig. 16(b), and (ii) a lens is centered close to the
perpendicular direction [see Fig. 16(c)]. The total light
intensity collected by the lens (L) with a given NA can
be obtained by integrating the scattered intensity,
Eqs. (90)–(96), over the solid angle (dΩ ¼ sin θdθdϕ)
determined by the corresponding scattering angles,
ILαðmÞ ¼
Z
L
dΩIαðΔk; mÞ; ð109Þ
where Δk denotes the change of momentum upon scatter-
ing [Eq. (53)] and the index α ¼ e, i, hb, refers to the
elastic, inelastic intraband, or inelastic interband (higher
band) components, respectively [Eqs. (90), (96) and (91)].
We have already shown in Sec. VI B 3 that an increase in
temperature leads to enhanced inelastic scattering in the
near-forward direction (see Fig. 14). However, a lens
placed near the forward direction will also capture the
much stronger elastic scattering signal (see, e.g., Fig. 15).
Now, the elastically scattered light generates a diffraction
pattern [Eq. (75)], and for the subwavelength lattice
spacing that we consider, only the zeroth-order Bragg peak
is collected by the lens. Thus, in order to maximize the
proportion of inelastically scattered light in the measure-
ment, we can block the high-intensity regions of the
elastically scattered light by placing an appropriately
designed block on the focal plane of the lens [see
Fig. 16(b)]. (For the case of atomic species for which
the light can be tuned in between the resonances of the spin
states, the elastically scattered light peaks could be sup-
pressed by destructive interference.) This setup is similar to
the one proposed in Ref. [26] to measure the temperature of
an ideal single-species fermionic gas in a lattice. In that
case, the inelastically scattered light varied as a function
of the temperature in the near-forward direction resulting
from the enhancement of the Pauli blocking effect at low
temperatures. In the two-species interacting case within the
MFT, we observe the same behavior as shown in Fig. 14.
We correspondingly achieve the optimized detection effi-
ciency by selecting a narrow cross-shaped block that
covers the Bragg peak and high-intensity regions along
the principal axis of the lattice, analogously to Ref. [26], as
shown in Figs. 19(a) and 19(b).
We now consider how to optimize the detection of AFM
correlations in the inelastically scattered light. At zero
temperature, the effect of the AFM ordering on the angular
distribution of the scattered light calculated with RPA is
displayed in Fig. 13. The staggered magnetization most
noticeably changes the signal away from the forward
direction. The optimal shape and size of the block can
be estimated from the angular distribution of scattered light
that shows both the elastic and inelastic contributions (see
Fig. 15). Since near-forward scattering provides only a little
information on magnetization in this case, it is beneficial to
consider a block that combines a narrow cross block with a
circular block located at the center. The light can then be
collected with a lens of large NA. For a lattice of 40 × 40
sites, the block sizes used are listed in Table I. In Fig. 16(b),
we show an example circular block with the angular
size Θcirc-block ≈ 0.20 rad.
As has been discussed in Sec. VI, spin-exchanging
scattering processes dominate the inelastic signal near
the perpendicular direction [Fig. 16(c)]. For κ <
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, the
elastic scattering contribution to the collected signal is
negligible (Fig. 15) and no block is needed. On the other
hand, for κ ≥
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, the elastic component near the
perpendicular direction strongly depends on the AFM-
order parameterm [see Fig. 8 and Sec. VI B 1, in particular,
Eqs. (97) and (101)]. As we will show in the next
subsection, this enhances the sensitivity of the signal to
changes in m.
B. Measurement accuracy
We analyze the accuracy of the optical measurements
of the AFM correlations in the lattice when the light is
collected by a lens. We follow the procedure introduced in
Ref. [26], where the optical detection accuracy of temper-
ature in a single-species fermionic atomic gas in an optical
lattice was calculated. In an inelastic scattering event, an
atom scatters to a different quasimomentum state, owing to
the photon recoil kick. Inelastic scattering leads to heating
of the atomic gas and perturbs the many-body state of the
atoms. In order to limit the effect of heating, the number of
inelastic scattering events in each experimental realization
of the lattice system should be limited to a small fraction
of the total number of atoms in the lattice. We set the
maximum number of allowed inelastic scattering events to
W, so that W=N2s is sufficiently small. In the example
analysis, we take W=N2s ¼ 0.1. We specify the fraction of
inelastically scattered photons that are collected by the lens
and constitute the measured signal for a given magnetiza-
tion m by ηðmÞ,
ηðmÞ ¼ I
L
i ðmÞ
Itoti ðmÞ þItothb
: ð110Þ
Here, Itoti ðmÞ and Itothb denote the total rate of inelastic
intraband and interband scattering events, respectively. We
assume that the scattered light corresponding to interband
transitions is filtered out of the signal so the corresponding
rate is excluded from the numerator. If, for simplicity, we
TABLE I. Parameters of the block used to estimate the
measurement accuracy estimates shown in Fig. 18.
κ Cross width (rad) Circular radius (rad)
0.66 0.08 0.22
1.05 0.05 0.14
1.5 0.03 0.10
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assume a 100% photon detector efficiency, the number of
detected inelastically scattered photons in each experimen-
tal realization of the lattice system is given by
NicðmÞ ¼ ηðmÞW. If the lattice system is prepared and
the experiment is repeated τ times, we find that the total
number of detected photons is
τNcðmÞ ¼ τ½NicðmÞ þ NecðmÞ; ð111Þ
NecðmÞ ¼
ILe ðmÞ
ILi ðmÞ
NicðmÞ; ð112Þ
where NecðmÞ denotes the total number of detected elas-
tically scattered photons in a single experimental realiza-
tion of the lattice system andILe ðmÞ is the scattering rate of
elastically scattered photons that are collected by the lens.
In optical diagnostics of AFM ordering, one would need to
distinguish in the scattered light signal two fermionic states
in the lattice that exhibit different magnetic orderings m1
and m2. After τ experimental realizations, the difference in
the total number of detected photons between the two
ordered states is τ½Ncðm2Þ − Ncðm1Þ. The minimum
requirement for the two states to be distinguishable is that
this difference is at least equal to the photon shot noiseﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
τNcðm2Þ
p
so that τ½Ncðm2Þ − Ncðm1Þ ≳
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
τNcðm2Þ
p
.
Thus, the minimum number of experimental realizations
τmin required to distinguish between the optical signal from
two magnetization statesm1 andm2 approximately satisfies
τmin ≃ Ncðm2Þ½Ncðm2Þ − Ncðm1Þ2 : ð113Þ
In the rest of this section, we present results for the rate
of detected photons as a function of the staggered mag-
netization m and the number of experimental realizations τ
required to determine changes in the AFM-order parameter
m. The changes are calculated with respect to a reference
value mref and for a given relative accuracy Δm=mref
[Eq. (113)]. At T ¼ 0, the inelastic scattering is calculated
using the RPA susceptibilities. In Figs. 17, 18, and 20, mref
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 17. Measurement accuracy at κ ¼ 1.5when light along the
direction of the emerging magnetic Bragg peak is detected. The
calculations are based on RPA susceptibilities at T ¼ 0 with an
RPA corrected order parameter mRPA for the elastic component.
We show the collected photon rates vs the RPA corrected AFM-
order parameter mRPA (left column) and the number of exper-
imental realizations τ to achieve a relative accuracy Δm=mref
(right column). In all the plots (a)–(d), dashed curves correspond
to the configuration of a lens with NA ¼ 0.4 pointing in the
perpendicular direction [Fig. 16(c)], and solid curves are for a
small lens with NA ¼ 0.2 pointing in the direction of the
emerging magnetic Bragg peak [Fig. 16(a)]. Note that the lens
in the perpendicular direction also collects the signal from two
magnetic Bragg peaks. Plots (a) and (b) show the case when both
spin species are detected. Plots (c) and (d) show the case when
only the j↓i atoms are detected. Far fewer experimental realiza-
tions are needed for a given accuracy when only one species is
detected. In plots (b) and (d), we show the τ values for two
different reference states: mref ≃ 0.12 in black (top two curves)
and mref ≃ 0.19 in green (bottom two curves).
(a) (c)
(b) (d)
FIG. 18. T ¼ 0 collected photon rates vs the RPA corrected
AFM-order parameter mRPA with a lens of NA ¼ 0.8 in the
forward direction (top row) and the corresponding estimated
number of experimental realizations to achieve a relative accu-
racy Δm=mref (bottom row). The calculations are computed with
RPA susceptibilities at T ¼ 0 and with an RPA corrected order
parameter mRPA for the elastic component. In both (a) and (b), we
show a fixed value of κ ¼ 1.05 and compare two different lattice
depths s ¼ 7.8 (dotted line) and s ¼ 25 (solid line). In (b), the top
two curves (in black) are for mref ≃ 0.12, and the bottom two
curves (in green) are for mref ≃ 0.19. The top two curves are
essentially on top of one another, similarly for the bottom two
curves. In both (c) and (d), we show a fixed lattice depth s ¼ 25
and compare three different values of the parameter κ ¼ 0.66
(dotted line), κ ¼ 1.05 (solid line), and κ ¼ 1.5 (dashed line).
Note that varying κ changes the width of the elastic diffraction
peak. Thus, to block out the main elastic diffraction peaks, a
different block width is required for each κ value (see Table I).
In (d), the top three curves (in black) are for mref ≃ 0.12, and
the bottom three curves (in green) are for mref ≃ 0.19. The top
three curves are close together, and even more so for the bottom
three curves.
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is the RPA corrected order parameter (Sec. IV D 1), and the
elastic component of the scattered light [Eqs. (97) and
(101)] has also been computed using the RPA corrected
order parameter mRPA (Sec. IV D 1). At finite temperature,
we use only the MFT results. For the temperature-
dependent MFT results of Fig. 19, the mref is the MFT
order parameter obtained from the solution of Eq. (15).
Except for the scaling analysis of τ with lattice size, all the
results in this section are for a lattice of size 40 × 40.
We first study the AFM-order parameter measurement
accuracy when a lens (NA ¼ 0.2) is used to collect the light
along the direction of the emerging magnetic Bragg peak
[Fig. 16(a)]. We also study the configuration in which a lens
(NA ¼ 0.4) is placed perpendicular to the propagation
direction of the incident probe laser [Fig. 16(c)]. In both
cases, the ratio between the wave number of probe light
and the effective lattice light κ ¼ 1.5 > ﬃﬃﬃ2p [Eq. (59)]. This
allows the NA ¼ 0.4 lens to also collect the signal from two
magnetic Bragg peaks [Eq. (99)]. In Sec. VI B 1, we have
shown that the elastic signal is strongly enhanced when
only the ↓ atoms are detected. Figure 17 compares this case
[Figs. 17(c) and 17(d)] to the case when both species are
detected [Figs. 17(a) and 17(b)]. In both lens configura-
tions, the number of experimental realizations τ needed to
achieve a given accuracy drops dramatically when only ↓
atoms are detected. Some specific values of τ for single-
species detection are presented in Table II. These values are
(much) lower than all other experimental configurations
to be presented later (see Table III). We conclude that the
single-species detection scheme provides the most accurate
determination of the AFM order. (This could be improved
for atomic species for which far-detuned light can be tuned
in between the two resonances.) Experimentally, the single-
species imaging can be realized by transferring the other
spin component to a different hyperfine state [37].
In Fig. 18, we show the effect of lattice depth s [Eq. (5)]
and κ on the detection accuracy of m. The scattered light is
collected by a lens of NA ¼ 0.8 in the forward direction,
corresponding to the experimental arrangement of
Fig. 16(b). We find that a deeper lattice generally enhances
the scattering rate, but the effect of s on τ in the studied
cases is negligible [Figs. 18(a) and 18(b)]. Some example
values are shown in Table III. The number of required
experimental realizations for a 40 × 40 lattice drops rapidly
when the desired accuracy is reduced and the staggered
magnetization is increased.
Similarly, increasing κ enhances the rate of detected
photons [Figs. 18(c) and 18(d)]. Generally, however, the
detection accuracy is lower for larger values of κ. This is so
because for larger κ, there are more inelastic scattering
events, particularly near the ordering wave vector. Such an
inelastic signal contributes to inelastic losses and heating,
but it is not captured by the forward-direction lens
considered here.
As explained previously (Sec. VI B 3), we only provide
a qualitative analysis of finite-temperature effects using
MFT, without taking into account the collective excitations
included in RPA. Using a narrow cross-shaped block of
width 0.048 rad, the light can be collected near the forward
direction where the temperature strongly affects the scat-
tering rate (Fig. 14). Lower T corresponds to stronger
magnetization values and fewer collected photons, as
shown in Fig. 19(a), and the temperature changes in m
can be accurately detected [Fig. 19(b)]. For example,
mref ¼ 0.18 can be measured with an accuracy of 10%
with 100 realizations.
TABLE III. Specific values of the estimated number of
experimental realizations, τðmrefÞ, for two lattice depths with
κ ¼ 1.05 presented in Fig. 18(b). The parameters of the block are
given in Table I. Here, mref is the RPA corrected order parameter
(Sec. IV D 1).
Δm=mref ¼ 10% Δm=mref ¼ 20%
s τð0.12Þ τð0.19Þ τð0.12Þ τð0.19Þ
7.8 410 50 90 10
25 390 50 90 10
TABLE II. Specific values of the estimated number of exper-
imental realizations, τðmrefÞ, for single-species detection
[Fig. 17(d)] with κ ¼ 1.5. The two lenses with NA ¼ 0.2 and
NA ¼ 0.4 are pointing in the direction of the magnetic Bragg
peak [Fig. 16(a)] and in the direction perpendicular to the incident
field [Fig. 16(c)], respectively. These values are for a relative
accuracy of 10%. Here,mref is the RPA corrected order parameter
(Sec. IV D 1).
NA τð0.08Þ τð0.12Þ τð0.19Þ
0.2 210 60 10
0.4 200 50 10
(a) (b)
FIG. 19. Finite-temperature plots of (a) collected photon rates
vs the MFTAFM-order parameter m with a lens of NA ¼ 0.8 in
the forward direction, and (b) the corresponding estimated
number of experimental realizations to achieve a relative accu-
racy Δm=mref. Results are obtained with MFT at finite T with
fixed U ¼ 5.3J, and with s ¼ 25 and κ ¼ 1.05. The cross block
width is 0.048 rad. At fixed U, increasing T leads to decreasing
m, and in (b), we show from top to bottom (corresponding to
lowering T), mref ¼ 0.13, 0.18, 0.22, 0.26, 0.31, 0.35, 0.4. In (b),
the data points are joined with straight lines.
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Finally, in Fig. 20, we show the RPA results for the
accuracy in mRPA when the scattered light is collected
perpendicular to the propagation direction of the incident
laser [Fig. 16(c)]. The light scattered from the spin-
conserving and spin-exchanging transitions may be sepa-
rated owing to the different frequency of the scattered
photons (or the polarization; see the next section). If the
transitions are not separated, the measurement accuracy in
the perpendicular direction is significantly lower than,
e.g., in forward-direction measurements. There is a
notable improvement in the detection accuracy in the
perpendicular direction when only the spin-exchanging
scattering processes (representing the transverse spin cor-
relations) are selected (for the angular distribution of the
scattered light for the different components, see Fig. 13).
For instance, for κ ¼ 1.5, 10% accuracy for mref ≃ 0.19
can now be achieved after 50 realizations for NA ¼ 0.4. By
increasing the size of the lens to NA ¼ 0.5, this can be
further improved to 40 realizations. In general, for the
perpendicular direction, the large κ ¼ 1.5 case gives
the highest number of scattered photons because of the
strong enhancement of spin-exchanging scattering proc-
esses [cf. Fig. 21(a) vs Fig. 13(c)]. Also, the τ values
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 20. Collected photon rates vs the AFM-order parameter m
with a lens pointing in the perpendicular direction (left column)
and the corresponding estimated number of experimental real-
izations τ to achieve a relative accuracy Δm=mref (right column).
The calculations are computed with RPA susceptibilities at T ¼ 0
and with a RPA corrected order parameter mRPA for the elastic
component. We compare the case when [(a) and (b)] all the
density and spin components are collected by a lens with
NA ¼ 0.4, to the case when [(c) and (d)] only the transverse
spin component of the scattered light is collected by a lens with
NA ¼ 0.5. In both (a) and (b), solid lines are for κ ¼ 1.05 and
dashed lines for κ ¼ 1.5. In (b), the top two curves (in black) are
for mref ≃ 0.12 and the bottom two curves (in green) are for
mref ≃ 0.19. Note that the bottom black dashed curve almost
overlaps the top green solid curve. In both (c) and (d), dotted lines
are for κ ¼ 0.66, solid lines are for κ ¼ 1.05, and dashed lines are
for κ ¼ 1.5. In (d), the top three curves (in black) are for mref ≃
0.12 and the bottom three curves (in green) are for mref ≃ 0.19.
(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
(f) (g)
FIG. 21. Angular distribution of the inelastically scattered
light intensity along the direction ϕ ¼ π=4 when the scattered
light is projected along specific polarization directions. We
show different values of the interaction strengthU at T ¼ 0. The
calculations are based on RPA, κ ¼ 1.5, and the other param-
eters are as in Fig. 11. (a) The total scattered light intensity;
(b) the total scattered intensity from the spin-conserving
transition; (c) the total scattered intensity from the spin-
exchanging transition. In (d) and (e), the light has been
projected along the direction of the scattered light from the
spin-conserving transition. (d) Projected component of the
scattered intensity from the spin-conserving transition, which
in this case is equal to (b); (e) projected component of the
scattered intensity from the spin-exchanging transition. In (f)
and (g), the light has been projected along the direction of
the scattered light from the spin-exchanging transition. (f)
Projected component of the scattered intensity from the spin-
conserving transition; (g) projected component of the scattered
intensity from the spin-exchanging transition, which in this case
is equal to (c).
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are substantially lower for the κ ¼ 1.5 case [Figs. 20(b)
and 20(d)].
Our example calculations are for a 40 × 40 lattice.
Smaller values of τ can be obtained for larger lattices.
The number of required experimental realizations of the
lattice system τ is approximately inversely proportional to
the number of sites τ ∝ N−2s . We have simulated lattices
sizes between Ns ¼ 16 and Ns ¼ 40, and our results
confirm this scaling to be qualitatively accurate for rea-
sonably large lattice systems, Ns ≳ 25, for both forward-
and perpendicular-direction measurements. For smaller
systems, the choice of the block size and shape can result
in larger variations, owing to the dependence of the width
of the diffraction peak on the lattice size.
C. Distinguishability of transitions
by light polarization
In general, the scattered light corresponding to different
transitions is separated in frequency space and could
be identified by filtering the relevant frequencies. If
the sufficient frequency resolution is not achievable, the
transitions could still be partially distinguished by the
polarization of the scattered light. The polarizations of
the scattered light from the spin-conserving and spin-
exchanging transitions depend on the scattering direction,
and generally they are not orthogonal. For any given
scattering direction, we may project, e.g., the light scattered
from the spin-exchanging transition to the direction of the
polarization of the scattered light from the spin-conserving
transitions. For the given scattering direction, this provides
the optimum value how much the light from the spin-
conserving transition can be distinguished from the total
scattered intensity. In order to analyze this, we modify the
polarization vector of Eq. (54), Λg0g, by
Λg0g → Λg0gjϵˆg1g2 ¼ Λg0g · ϵˆg1g2 ϵˆg1g2 ; ð114Þ
where the polarization of the scattered intensity is given by
ϵˆg0g ¼
Λg0g
jΛg0gj
: ð115Þ
In a studied example in Fig. 21, we show the angular
dependence of the scattered light intensity and compare
this with the projected intensities along the polarization of
the scattered light from either of the two transitions. The
relative part of the signal from the density and longitudinal
spin correlations is enhanced in Figs. 21(d) and 21(e), while
the contribution of the transverse spin correlations is
particularly strong in Figs. 21(f) and 21(g) in the direction
around θ≃ π=2.
VIII. DIAGNOSTICS OF EXCITATIONS FROM
SCATTERED SPECTRUM
In this section, we calculate the spectrum of scattered
light and show how intraband inelastic scattering can reveal
the single-particle and collective excitations in an AFM-
ordered lattice system. In Sec. V B, the scattered spectrum
is split up into an elastic [Eq. (78)] and an inelastic part
[Eq. (79)]. The elastically scattered light has no nontrivial
spectral structure, consisting of only the zero-frequency
part, by definition. Inelastic losses due to scattering to
higher bands occur at high frequency (on the order of the
band gap) and can therefore be filtered out and ignored,
as this part does not contain information about the state
probed.
The inelastic spectrum of Eq. (79), or the more specific
form of Eq. (82), contains useful information about
the excitation spectrum of the system being probed. In
Sec. IV D, we show how the MFT contains only single-
particle excitations in the density, and longitudinal and
transverse spin susceptibilities. The RPA partially takes into
account quantum fluctuations around the AFM-ordered state
and can capture the collective excitations (spin waves)
emerging in the transverse spin susceptibility. RPA also
renormalizes the single-particle excitations. (See Figs. 4
and 5 for comparisons of the RPA and MFT.) Through linear
response theory (see Sec. IV C 1), the various RPA suscep-
tibilities can be related to the dynamic structure factor
Eq. (80) or the dynamic response function Eq. (81). The
spectrum of inelastically scattered light reads
SiðΔk;ωÞ
αΔkB
¼ 1
4
	
M↓↓↓↓ þM↑↑↑↑

XRBZ
q≠0
u†Δ¯k−q½Sρρðq;ωÞ þ Szzðq;ωÞuΔ¯k−q
þ 1
4
	
M↑↑↓↓ þM↓↓↑↑

XRBZ
q≠0
u†Δ¯k−q½Sρρðq;ωÞ − Szzðq;ωÞuΔ¯k−q þ
1
2
M↓↑↓↑
XRBZ
q≠0
u†Δ¯k−qS
þ−ðq;ωÞu†Δ¯k−q: ð116Þ
This spectrum has been derived using the same procedures
as the analogous expression for the intensity in Sec. VI B,
generalizing the definitions of Eq. (94) to the frequency-
dependent case here. We can translate the dynamical
response function of Eq. (81) to the density, longitudinal,
and transverse spin dynamical response functions Sijðq;ωÞ
(i, j ¼ ρ, z, þ, −) using a frequency-dependent version of
Eq. (94). In turn, these dynamical response functions are
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related via Eq. (34) to the various RPA spin and density
susceptibilities, Eqs. (44), (45), and (46) of Sec. IV, which
are then used to compute the scattered spectrum.
We first compare in Sec. VIII A the physical quantities
of interest, the angle-resolved spectrum [Eq. (116)] and
susceptibilities [Eqs. (44), (45), and (46)], with the angle-
integrated spectra [Eq. (117)] that corresponds to a meas-
urement of the spectrum by a lens over a range of scattering
angles. We then analyze in Sec. VIII B the features
corresponding to single-particle excitations and, in
Sec. VIII C, the collective mode peak.
A. Comparison between the angle-resolved spectrum
and the angle-integrated spectrum
The scattering rate of off-resonantly illuminated atoms is
generally low. Experimentally, the number of measured
photons can be increased by collecting the inelastically
scattered photons over a range of scattering angles using a
lens (see Sec. VII A). The spectrum, however, changes with
the scattering angle since each Δk represents a different
argument of the dynamical structure factor. In this section,
we analyze how much of the spectral structure can be
extracted when the measured light is collected by a lens
with a large NA, and the spectrum is integrated over the
corresponding range of scattering angles. We therefore
define
sLNAðωÞ ¼
Z
L;NA
dϕ sin θdθSðΔkðθ;ϕÞ;ωÞ; ð117Þ
where L ¼ F, P indicates the experimental configuration: F
for the lens with a given NA pointing in the forward
direction [Fig. 16(b)] and P for the perpendicular direction
[Fig. 16(c)].
In Fig. 22, we compare the angular integrated spectrum
[Eq. (117)] for two different lens sizes with the physical
quantities of interest. These are the angle-resolved spec-
trum SðΔk;ωÞ and the total susceptibility χðΔk;Δk;ωÞ,
which is the sum of all the longitudinal and transverse
susceptibilities. Here, SðΔk;ωÞ and χðΔk;Δk;ωÞ are
computed at a wave vector Δk close to the axis of each
corresponding lens. In Fig. 22(a), the lens is pointing in the
forward direction (θ ∼ 0, ϕ ∼ 0), and in Fig. 22(b), it is
pointing in the perpendicular direction (θ ∼ π=2, ϕ ∼ π=4).
It can be seen that the small lens measurement repro-
duces quite closely the spectrum SðΔk;ωÞ, in both forward
and perpendicular directions. However, compared with
the large lens, the small lens leads to the absolute
magnitude of the signal being down by nearly a factor
of 200 in the forward direction and about a factor of 10 in
the perpendicular direction. But even the large lens at least
captures the position of the collective mode peak (at low
energies) and single-particle peak (at high energies) well.
The collective mode peak is somewhat broadened by the
large lens. (These peaks are analyzed in detail in the next
subsections.) Note that unlike the total susceptibility
χðΔk;Δk;ωÞ, the spectrum SðΔk;ωÞ contains the dipole
matrix elements Mg3g4g2g1 , Eq. (92), that skew the signal
towards the forward direction for spin-preserving transi-
tions and towards the perpendicular direction for spin-
exchanging transitions (see Sec. VI B 3). Hence, one key
finding here is that different lens positions can be used to
select different types of transitions, to separate out the
collective modes vs the single-particle excitations.
B. Single-particle excitations
In Fig. 23, we plot the RPA spectrum collected by a
NA ¼ 0.5 lens in the forward direction [Fig. 23(a)] and in
the perpendicular direction [Fig. 23(b)]. A broad peak at
high energies can be seen in both lens directions. This
peak is due to gapped single-particle excitations already
included by MFT. The form of the MFT susceptibilities of
Eqs. (39), (40), (42), and (43) indicates that the single-
particle excitation spectrum is nonzero only for 2Δ ≤ ω ≤
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δ2 þ 16J2
p
. For U ≫ J, the gap can be approximated by
2Δ ¼ 2mU ≈U as m saturates to 1=2. Indeed, it can
readily be seen in Fig. 23 that the gap opens up pro-
gressively and more sharply with larger U, and there is a
signal only between the aforementioned bounds. To com-
pute numerical values, we give a finite value to the
infinitesimal imaginary part using δ ¼ 0.07J, in the
denominators of the susceptibilities of Eqs. (39), (42),
and (43). Thus, individual delta functions coming from
the susceptibilities are then spread out into Lorentzian
functions, representing the finite frequency resolution of
spectral measurements.
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FIG. 22. Comparison between the RPA susceptibilities, angle-
resolved spectrum, and the spectrum collected by a lens over a
range of scattering angles. The ratio between the wave number of
the probe light to the effective wave number of the optical lattice
light is κ ¼ 1.5 [Eq. (59)] and U ¼ 5J. Each line shown has been
normalized to its maximum value for comparison. We show
sL0.5ðωÞ [solid (black) line], sL0.1ðωÞ [dotted (blue) line], SðΔk;ωÞ
[dashed (green) line], and χðΔk;Δk;ωÞ [dot-dashed (red) line].
Panel (a) shows the configuration with a lens in the forward
direction [Fig. 16(b)]. The angle-resolved quantities, the spec-
trum SðΔk;ωÞ, and total susceptibility χðΔk;Δk;ωÞ are com-
puted at a wave vector close to the axis of the lens (θ ∼ 0, ϕ ∼ 0).
Panel (b) shows the case for a lens in the perpendicular direction
[Fig. 16(c)]. SðΔk;ωÞ and χðΔk;Δk;ωÞ are computed at a wave
vector Δk close to the axis of the lens at (θ ∼ π=2, ϕ ∼ π=4).
Panel (b) shows the collective mode at low energies, and the inset
shows the single-particle excitations at energies above the gap.
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C. Collective modes
The other main feature in Figs. 23(a) and 23(b) is the
sharp peak at low energies. This originates from light
scattering off the spin-exchanging transitions that dominate
the transverse spin susceptibility χþ−RPAðq;q;ωÞ. In turn,
such transitions can be induced by the excitation of gapless
collective modes, the spin-wave excitations above the AFM
ground state (see Sec. IV D and Fig. 5). Notice that the
sharp collective mode at low energy separates cleanly in
frequency from the single-particle excitations only from
moderately large U=J onwards. A rough criterion for this
separation is that the collective-mode bandwidth [∼2JH,
see Eq. (49) and the text after] should be smaller than the
single-particle gap 2Δ. At small U=J, the single-particle
gap is small and the collective mode peak merges with the
single-particle broad peak, as can be seen for the case of
U ≈ 2.6J in Fig. 23.
As discussed in Sec. IV, for large U=J, the Hubbard
model reduces to the Heisenberg model at low energies. In
Fig. 24, we show the angular and frequency dependence of
the scattered light along the ϕ ¼ π=4 line for U ¼ 8.3J
(mRPA ≃ 0.30) and compare it with the spin-wave
dispersion relation of the Heisenberg model, Eq. (49).
As a visual aid, the line connecting the maximum of the
spectrum for each θ point is also drawn. It is indeed similar
to the dispersion relation curve. Such measurement could,
in principle, be realized with a small NA lens scanning the θ
direction. Note that this figure only shows the low-energy
spectrum, cutting off the higher-energy single-particle
excitations shown in Figs. 22 and 23. Despite the similar
shape, the RPA-derived dispersion occurs for smaller
frequencies compared with the Heisenbergmodel dispersion.
This mismatch disappears for values of U ≳ 25J.
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied off-resonant imaging of AFM correla-
tions in a two-species fermionic atomic gas in a tightly-
confined 2D optical lattice. The AFM ordering represents a
checkerboardlike alternating density pattern of the two
species that effectively doubles the lattice periodicity of
each spin component. This can be revealed in emerging
magnetic Bragg peaks of elastically scattered light when
only one spin component is detected, or via a destructive
interference of the scattered light from the two components.
The density correlations, as well as the longitudinal and
transverse spin correlations of the atoms, are mapped onto
the fluctuations of the scattered light where they can be
detected in the inelastically scattered light. We have shown
how the standard Feynman-Dyson perturbation theory of
interacting many-body systems can then be related to the
experimental observables of the intensity and the spectrum
of the scattered light. Our specific example concerned RPA
of the AFM ordering that corresponds to a partial summa-
tion of the diagrammatic perturbation series. The general
principle could be adapted to other strongly-correlated
states, indicating how off-resonant imaging can provide
a powerful diagnostic tool in interacting ultracold atom
systems.
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APPENDIX A: SUSCEPTIBILITIES FROM
MEAN-FIELD THEORY AND RPA FOR
THE AFM VIA FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS
In this appendix, we outline the calculation of the
MFT and RPA susceptibilities for density ρˆ [Eq. (44)],
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FIG. 23. RPA spectrum collected by a lens for different values
of the on-site interaction strength U at T ¼ 0. Here, the number
of sites is 40 × 40. The lattice height is s ¼ 25 and κ ¼ 1.5. Light
is collected with a lens of NA ¼ 0.5 pointing in (a) the forward
direction [Fig. 16(b)] and (b) the perpendicular direction
[Fig. 16(c)]. From left to right, the black (solid) line is mRPA ≃
0.19 (U ≈ 2.6J), the blue (dashed) line is mRPA ≃ 0.25
(U ≈ 4.0J), and the green (dot-dashed) line is mRPA ≃ 0.30
(U ≈ 8.3J). The inset in (b) shows the renormalized single-
particle excitations starting at ω ≈ U=J. All the curves have been
normalized to the maximum of the mRPA ≃ 0.30 case.
FIG. 24. RPA scattered spectrum at zero temperature along ϕ ¼
π=4 for U ¼ 8.3J (mRPA ≃ 0.30). This figure only shows the
low-energy part of the spectrum that includes the collective
modes. Single-particle excitations occur at much higher energies
and are not shown. The gray scale on the left gives the magnitude
of the spectrum plotted. Panel (a) shows the case κ ¼ 1.05, and
(b) shows the case κ ¼ 1.5. ωΔk (solid line), given by Eq. (49), is
the spin-wave dispersion relation of the Heisenberg model. The
green (steplike) line connects the maximum values of the
collective mode peak of the RPA spectrum for each θ point
evaluated.
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longitudinal spin Sˆz [Eq. (45)], and transverse spin Sˆþ, Sˆ−
[Eqs. (47) and (48)] using the diagrammatic method. MFT
susceptibilities (at T ¼ 0 or finite T) can also be calculated
directly from the MFT Hamiltonian [Eq. (28)] and the
Bogoliubov transformation [Eq. (25)]. Here, we derive
the T ¼ 0 MFT susceptibilities first to show briefly how
the diagrammatic method works and how to generalize it
to RPA.
As mentioned in Sec. IV B, we have dropped second-
order fluctuations to arrive at the MFT Hamiltonian of
Eq. (22). The diagrammatic method in the AFM-ordered
state then approximately reinstates quantum fluctuations as
follows: The full Hamiltonian is a sum of the MFT one H
[Eq. (22)] and the fluctuations (the interaction part), using
the compact Nambu notation [Eq. (21)],
Htot ¼ Hþ V0 þ VQ;
V0 ¼
U
N2s
XRBZ
q;k;k0
Ψˆ†kþq;↑Ψˆk;↑Ψˆ
†
k0−q;↓Ψˆk0;↓;
VQ ¼
U
N2s
XRBZ
q;k;k0
Ψˆ†kþq;↑τxΨˆk;↑Ψˆ
†
k0−q;↓τxΨˆk0;↓: ðA1Þ
Here, V0 corresponds to the interaction with momentum
transfer q ∈ RBZ, while VQ has momentum transfer qþQ
which is represented by the Pauli matrix τx acting in the
Nambu spinor space.
The elements of the diagram technique can now be
defined; see Fig. 25. The interaction vertices V0 and VQ are
defined in Figs. 25(a) and 25(b). The interaction is
represented by a dashed line, with an associated factor
of −iU=N2s . The various density operators (total density,
and longitudinal and transverse spin) can be written
using the Nambu spinors, as shown in Figs. 25(c)–(e).
Diagrammatically, a creation (annihilation) spinor operator
Ψ^† (Ψ^) is represented by an outgoing (incoming) arrow,
with its momentum and spin label near the arrow. The
momentum transfer is represented by a wavy line. Whenever
the momentum transfer q is shifted by Q, a Pauli matrix in
Nambu space τx is needed in between Ψ^
† and Ψ^, and is
represented as an open square. When there is no such shift, a
unit matrix 1 is represented by a filled circle.
In the spin-density-wave ground state jΦsdwi, we
can write the bare Green’s function at zero temperature
as a 2 × 2 matrix, using the Nambu spinor defined in
Eq. (21),
G0gðk; t0 − tÞ ¼ −ihΦsdwjT Ψˆk;gðt0ÞΨˆ†k;gðtÞjΦsdwi: ðA2Þ
From now on, we will drop the explicit ground-state bra
and ket. All expectation values are understood to be for this
ground state. A matrix Green’s function iG0g is represented
as a straight line with momentum and spin labels shown in
Fig. 25(f). The arrow starts from a creation operator and
ends in an annihilation operator. G0g can be calculated via a
Fourier transform in time, directly from the MFT
Hamiltonian [Eq. (28)] and the Bogoliubov transformation
[Eq. (25)] to give
G0gðk;ωÞ ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dteiωtG0gðk; tÞ
¼ 1ðℏωÞ2 − E2k þ iδ

ℏωþ ϵk Δg
Δg ℏω − ϵk

:
ðA3Þ
(a)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(b) (f)
FIG. 25. Diagrammatic representation of the interaction vertices, spin densities, and Green’s function needed for the RPA calculation of
the susceptibilities. Panels (a) and (b) show the interaction vertices [Eq. (A1)], (c) shows the density operator [Eq. (32)], (d) shows the spin
projection on the z direction [Eq. (30)], (e) shows the spin-raising operator [Eq. (31)], and (f) shows the MFT Green’s function [Eq. (A3)].
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We will not derive the diagram rules here, as this matrix
formalism is a direct generalization of a similar matrix
formalism in the well-documented BCS superconductivity
case, which in turn is a matrix generalization of the usual
diagram technique [72,73]. We will just illustrate the rules
with a few examples in the next subsections.
1. Mean-field susceptibilities
The MFT susceptibilities correspond to computing
Eq. (33) in the matrix form Eq. (37) without any interaction
vertices V0 and VQ. As an example, we calculate the first
diagram of the diagonal element of the susceptibility matrix
shown in Fig. 26,
χþ−ð0Þ ðq;q; tÞ
¼ 2i
2N2s
XRBZ
k;k0
D
T Ψˆ†kþq;↑ðtÞΨˆk;↓ðtÞΨˆ†k0−q;↓ð0ÞΨˆk0;↑ð0Þ
E
c
¼ − i
N2s
XRBZ
k
TriG0↓ðk; tÞiG0↑ðkþ q;−tÞ: ðA4Þ
The two momenta in the left-hand side of Eq. (A4) are a
consequence of the translation invariance with periodic
boundary conditions that we have imposed on the system
(Sec. VA) and Tr denotes the trace of the matrix. The
overall minus sign comes from anticommuting the Nambu
spinors and is an example of the diagram rule for a fermion
loop leading to a (−1) factor. In frequency space, this
becomes
χþ−ð0Þ ðq;q;ωÞ ¼
i
N2s
XRBZ
k
Z
dν
2π
TrG0↓ðk;νÞG0↑ðkþ q;ωþ νÞ:
ðA5Þ
Substituting Eq. (A3) into this and evaluating the
frequency integral then leads to Eq. (42). Given that
the MFT longitudinal spin susceptibility is equal to the
density one [Eq. (40)], the only nonzero MFT susceptibil-
ities are those shown in Figs. 27 and 26; in particular,
χρρð0Þðq;qþQ;ωÞ ¼ χzzð0Þðq;qþQ;ωÞ ¼ 0: ðA6Þ
This leads to a simple diagonal structure for the RPA
susceptibilities for these quantities, as we shall see next.
However, the matrix structure of χþ−ð0Þ does lead to a full
matrix equation for its RPA susceptibility.
2. RPA susceptibilities
For the RPA susceptibilities, the interaction vertices
need to be inserted n times for the nth-order diagram.
We first look at the first-order diagrams depicted in the
second diagram of Fig. 28. For example, for the density
susceptibility, the first-order correction χρρð1Þ reads
FIG. 27. Diagrammatic representation of the MFT density-
density susceptibility matrix; see Eq. (37). The sums over internal
momentum k, frequency ν, and spin have not been written
explicitly.
FIG. 28. Diagrammatic representation of the RPA series for the
density susceptibility. The first-order term is the MFT bubble.
The sums over internal momenta k, k0, k00, and frequencies ν, ν0,
ν00 have not been written explicitly. g¯ stands for the opposite
spin of g.
FIG. 26. Diagrammatic representation of the MFT transverse
spin susceptibility matrix; see Eq. (37). The sums over internal
momentum k and frequency ν have not been written explicitly.
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χρρð1Þðq;q; tÞ ¼ 2

i
2N2s
−iU
N2s
XRBZ
k;k0
Z
∞
−∞
dt0½TrG0↑ðk; t − t0ÞG0↑ðkþ q; t0 − tÞTrG0↓ðk0; t0ÞG0↓ðk0 þ q;−t0Þ
þTrG0↑ðk; t − t0ÞτxG0↑ðkþ q; t0 − tÞTrG0↓ðk0; t0ÞG0↓ðk0 þ q;−t0Þτx ðA7Þ
¼ −U
Z
∞
−∞
dt0χρρð0Þðq;q; t − t0Þχρρð0Þðq;q; t0Þ: ðA8Þ
In Eq. (A7), the extra factor of 2 comes from the spin sum
in Fig. 28, and we use the fact that each bubble of a specific
spin is spin independent. Importantly, the second line of
Eq. (A7) does not contribute because this is proportional toR
dt0χρρð0Þðq;qþQ; t − t0Þχρρð0Þðq;qþQ; t0Þ, which is zero
by Eq. (A6). Hence, χ ρρð0Þ is a diagonal matrix in Nambu
space: Effectively, there is no matrix structure needed.
This example can be generalized to higher-order con-
tributions, and we find in the frequency domain, in the full
matrix form,
χ ρρRPAðq;ωÞ ¼ χ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞ − χ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞUχ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞ
þ χ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞUχ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞUχ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞ þ   
¼ χ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞ½1þUχ ρρð0Þðq;ωÞ−1: ðA9Þ
For Sˆz, we sum the same set of diagrams in Fig. 28,
except that each of the spin-density operators Sˆz has a spin
dependence [Eq. (30)], which leads to a (−1) extra factor.
Thus, we obtain
χ zzRPAðq;ωÞ ¼ χ zzð0Þðq;ωÞ½1 −Uχ zzð0Þðq;ωÞ−1: ðA10Þ
For the transverse spin susceptibility, the computation
can be simplified in the following way: Instead of writing
the interaction term as ∼Uρˆ↑ρˆ↓ as for Eq. (A1), we can
instead write it as ∼ −USˆþSˆ−. More precisely, we write
~V0 ¼ −
U
N2s
XRBZ
q;k;k0
Ψˆ†kþq;↑Ψˆk;↓Ψˆ
†
k0−q;↓Ψˆk0;↑; ðA11Þ
~VQ ¼ −
U
N2s
XRBZ
q;k;k0
Ψˆ†kþq;↑τxΨˆk;↓Ψˆ
†
k0−q;↓τxΨˆk0;↑: ðA12Þ
The new forms of the interaction vertices are depicted in
Figs. 29(a) and 29(b). Using this new interaction form,
the RPA series of diagrams, depicted in Fig. 29(c), have
the same structure as for the longitudinal spin or density
susceptibility cases. In particular, in the frequency domain
the summation of the series yields
χþ−RPAðq;ωÞ ¼ χþ−ð0Þ ðq;ωÞ½1 −Uχþ−ð0Þ ðq;ωÞ−1: ðA13Þ
This is the matrix form for Eq. (46).
3. RPA renormalization of the
AFM-order parameter
A more general method to calculate m, from the
definitions of m [Eq. (15)] and Sˆz [Eq. (30)], is to rewrite
Eq. (15) using the single-particle Green’s functions of
Eqs. (A2) and (A3), following Schrieffer et al. [38],
hSˆzQi ¼ −i
X
g
X
k
Z
∞
−∞
dω
2π
ηðgÞGgðk;kþQ;ωÞ: ðA14Þ
We can define, in analogy to the bare Green’s function of
Eq. (A2), a renormalized matrix Green’s functionGgðk;ωÞ,
where Ggðk;kþQ;ωÞ is the off-diagonal component.
(a)
(c)
(b)
FIG. 29. Diagrammatic representation of the alternative form of
the interaction vertices suited to computing the transverse spin
susceptibility for (a) Eq. (A11) and (b) Eq. (A12). In (c), we show
the RPA series for the transverse spin susceptibility. The sums
over internal momenta k, k0, k00 and frequencies ν, ν0, ν00 have not
been written explicitly.
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Note that using the bare Green’s function in Eq. (A14)
gives back the MFT gap equation (29) at T ¼ 0.
The renormalized matrix Green’s function satisfies a
matrix Dyson equation
Ggðk;ωÞ−1 ¼ G0gðk;ωÞ−1 − Σgðk;ωÞ: ðA15Þ
The self-energy Σgðk;ωÞ can be approximated within the
RPA as follows [38]. We can take a χRPA diagram from
Fig. 28 or 29, replace an external wavy line by an
interaction vertex, and contract two external legs from
these external interaction vertices by putting a relevant bare
Green’s function between the legs. This results in a term
that renormalizes the Green’s function, and the self-energy
can be identified in the usual manner by removing the
remaining two external legs. In general, order parameter
suppression comes from low-energy excitations, and
Schrieffer et al. [38] have shown that only χþ−RPA diagrams
need to be taken into account. They have thus computed
mRPA numerically for general values of U (see their Fig. 7),
which we use in this paper.
APPENDIX B: MEAN-FIELD FINITE-
TEMPERATURE SUSCEPTIBILITIES
In this appendix, we give the full finite-temperature MFT
result for the correlation function needed in the structure
factor of Eq. (69) that goes into the inelastic spectrum,
Eq. (67). Instead of using the imaginary-time Matsubara
formalism, we evaluate the correlation functions directly in
the MFT from the Hamiltonian (28) as follows: First, for
the connected correlation function in Eq. (69), the original
fermions belonging to the full Brillouin zone are trans-
formed into the two-band fermions of the RBZ via the
Bogoliubov transformation, Eq. (25). Next, the resulting
correlation function can be simplified because of the simple
quadratic form of the MFT Hamiltonian of Eq. (28): Any
given term hcˆ†α4kþq;g4 cˆα3k;g3 cˆ†α2k0−q0;g2 cˆα1k0;g1ic will be zero
unless the effective band index (αi, i ¼ 1;…; 4), the spin
index (gi), and the momenta all match up pairwise. Now,
we have hcˆ†αk;gcˆαk;gi ¼ nαkg, where n1kg ¼ fðEkgÞ and
n2kg ¼ 1 − fðEkgÞ, and fðEÞ ¼ ½expðE=kBTÞ þ 1−1
denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Hence, collecting
all the factors, we get the MFT static structure factor
[see Eq. (69)]
Sg3g4g2g1ðΔkÞ ¼ δg4;g1δg2;g3
1
N4s
X
α;β¼1;2
XRBZ
qq0
gg4g2α;β ðΔ¯k;q;q0Þnαqg4ð1 − nβq0g2Þ; ðB1Þ
where
gg4g2α;β ðΔk;q;q0Þ ¼
1
2
uΔ¯k−quΔ¯k−q0

1þ Δg4Δg2 þ ϵqϵq0ð−1ÞαþβEqEq0

þ uΔ¯k−qþQuΔ¯k−q0

Δg4
ð−1Þαþ1Eq þ
Δg2
ð−1Þβþ1Eq0

þ 1
2
uΔ¯k−qþQuΔ¯k−q0þQ

1þ Δg4Δg2 − ϵqϵq0ð−1ÞαþβEqEq0

; ðB2Þ
and α and β are the effective band indices. The product
of the occupation numbers nαqg4ð1 − nβq0g2Þ indicates the
Pauli blocking where the scattering from the initial state
nαqg4 to an already-occupied final state nβq0g2 is forbidden.
At T ¼ 0, only the scattering from the filled lower band
to the empty upper band is allowed, while at the finite
temperature, other processes are also possible.
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